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Let the State Fish Exchange be Abolished 
Says the Fi~hing Industry 
REPORTS from all along the coast, from Eureka to San Diego a_nd from the principal inland cities, indicate 
that sentiment against the maintenance of 
the State Fish Exchange in all probabil-
ity will crystallize in a movement to 
abolish that agency. The consensus of 
opinion appears to be that it is a tax that 
yields little or nothing in return. 
Two measures relating to the State 
Fish Exchange are already before the 
State Legislature, neither of which meets 
with the approval of those engaged in the 
fisheries business. Senate Bill No. 262, 
bv Senator Hurley, provides for the re-
p'Cal of the license fees collected from 
those engaged in marketing fish. This, 
in effect, amounts to a repeal of the pres-
ent law, strangling the Exchange into a 
state of torpidity and tying its hands so 
that it could do nothing even if it would. 
This is not a sfatesmanlike way of 
handling the matter. The statutes are 
now cluttered with dead-letter laws. If 
it is not a good thing let it be wiped out 
wholly and cleanly and ·without any ex-
ceptions or reservations. Such a bill as 
that introduced indicates an attempt to 
save the powers conferred on the Ex-
change for some purpose or other not ap-
parent, and the chances arc a thousand 
to one that it is not for the interest and 
welfare of the men selling fish in large or 
small quantity. 
Another Disposition Proposed 
Evidently it is realized in political cir-
cles that something is likely to happen 
to the State Fish Exchange, so it has be-
come a sort of a football, which, while 
being kicked around, all are seeking to 
embrace and tuck away under the arm. 
Senate Bill No. 795, introduced by Sen-
ator Young, provides that the State Fish 
Exchange be taken from the Department 
of Agriculture and given to the Fish ami 
Game Commission. This bill makes no 
change in the act under which the Ex-
change ·was created, retaining, of course, 
the license feature which imposes a tax 
of $50 to $250· on wholesale fish dealers, 
while retailCrs are required to kick in 
$5 each. 
Plenty of Objections 
The principal objection to this is that 
the aims and purposes are not compat-
ible. The main object of the Fish and 
Game Commission is to foster and pro-
tect game fish for sport and for sports-
men. It may be said to be a sporting-
proposition all the ·way· through. The 
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members of the commission serve with-
out pay bCcause they have a sportsman's 
enthusiasm for preserving the sport. It 
is not a business and does not enter into 
the economic scheme of commerce and 
industry 1vhich involves making a living. 
Providing recreation, or rather preserv-
ing conditions under which it may be in-
dulged in, is very !audible, creditable and 
honorable, but it is something entirely 
different from sitting in supervisorial ca-
pacity over a food producing industry in 
1vhich probably seventy-five million dol-
lars have been invested and in which 
20,000 men are in various capacities en-
gaged. 
Wants Exchange to Set Fish Price 
Representative Jost has introduced a 
bill which would empower the State Fish 
Exchange to SET THE PRICE ON 
FISH BROUGHT IN FROM WITH-
OUT THE STATE. It also provides, in 
addition to the license provision of the 
present law, that anyone displaying or 
offering fish for sale shall pay an annual 
license fe_,c. 
\Vhy the worthy legislator does not in-
troduce a bill empowering the Depart-
ment. of Agriculture or some other de-
partment or division to fix the price of . 
beef, pork and mutton brought in from 
without the state, would appear a perti-
nent question. 
Fishing Industry Aroused 
Coincident with the introduction of 
these bills relating to the State Fish Ex-
change AND MORE THAN ONE 
HUNDRED OTHERS TOUCHING 
IN SOME MANNER THE FISHER-
IES INDUSTRIY, letters beg-an to pour 
into the office of The California Fisheries 
from producers and distributors in all 
parts of the state. "\Vhat shall we do?" 
"What can 1ve do?" "Let's do somC-
thing!" This ·was the burden of most of 
these letters. The 1vriters were in pro-
found earnest and they seemed to feel 
that they did not know what might hap-
pen to their business and they were anx-
ious to fmd out what could be done. 
Representative Sent Out 
The matter seemed of such importance 
that .The ·California Fisheries sent a rep-
resentative to the principal cities and 
fishing centers of the state to ascertain 
the sentiment. He discussed the matter 
with dealers and distributors in San 
Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, Stock-
ton, Monterey, San Diego, Santa Cruz, 
and other coast points. Every·where the 
sen6ment was the same. Expressions in-
variably met were: 
"The State Fish Exchange instead of 
being an agency guarding and protecting 
the interests of the industry is actually 
destructive." · 
"It may have clone some little good, 
but nothing in proportion to the ex-
pense." 
"I wouldn't mind paying the license if 
we got any good out of it." 
"It seems to me it serves to give jobs 
to political refugees instead of being con-
ducted by practical men familiar with the 
fish business." 
"Colonel \V einstock's idea may have 
been all right, but it has not \VOrked out." 
"It is something we pay for every year 
without getting value received in return." 
"1-.fy experience is that it is actually 
detrimental to the business." 
"The Fish Exchange ought to be abol-
ished! That's all there is to it." 
"It passes out information that at times 
is not authentic and \Yh;ch acts to the 
damage of distributors. It's no good." 
"There should be no tinkering or 
switching around. If anything is to be 
done, kill it off.. It never was any good 
anyhow!'" 
San Pedro Distributors Hold Meeting 
A meeting of all the dealers on the 
Municipal fish wharf in San Pedro 1vas 
held on the 15th instant in the offices of 
The California Fisheries to ascertain the 
local sentiment. Each and every one 
present was called on to express his opin~ 
ion and \Yhat he thought should be done. 
There was only one sentiment-one 
opinion regarding what should be done-
a one hundred per cent expression, and 
that was: 
"Abolish the Exchange" 
This was the consensus of opinion, not 
only locally but throughout the state. It 
has never rendered service commensurate 
with its cost. \Vhy should it be main-
tained? And nowhere in the state did 
the idea of taking the Fish Exchange 
from the Department of Agriculture and 
placing it under the l+'ish and Game Com-
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mission bring out anything but unfavor-
able expressions. Here are some: 
"Selling fish isn't a sport; it's a busi-
ness. Anybody who thinks it isn't should 
try it out for a while." 
"The men administering the affairs of 
the Fish and Game Commission are there 
because they are sportsmen or have an 
interest in sports. They draw no salary. 
They have no practical knowledge of the 
commercial fishing industry. In their 
own line they are no doubt competent 
men. In the work of conserving game 
and game fish they may be doing a good 
job up fine and dandy, but why set them 
up over the commercial fisheries? If the 
industry was represented by even one 
man it ·would not look so bad, but this is 
just like turning the shoemaker loose 
with the tailor's shear and expecting him 
to tur,~ you out a fine fit. It isn't in the 
rards. 
That would not help matters any. It 
would merely be GIVING THE FISH 
AND GAME COMMISSION THE 
RIGHT TO REVOKE LICENSES 
A,ND PUT ANYONE OUT OF BUSI-
NESS THAT IT SAW FIT. It looks 
to me as though it had too many powers 
already." 
No Organization Through Which to Act 
The distributors, wholesale and retail, 
and the canners, who are directly inter-
ested, have no organization through 
·which to act. The· need is now very 
acutely felt, but there is not time to bring 
such association into existence even if 
all regarded it favorably. In a general 
way no doubt all are kindly disposed to-
ward the idea, but there is a wide differ-
ence of opinion regarding what its activi-
ties should include. 
In the past some patriotic firm located 
on or near the "scene of hostilities" has 
gone to bat in the general interest be-
cause thev themselves had something at 
stake. However, everybody's business 
is nobody's business, and Mr. Nobody 
1vas right on the job. 
T. C. F. Takes Up Job 
The California Fisheries has voluntar-
ily taken up the work of presenting the 
situation to all in the industry on the 
Pacific Coast with the idea that some 
effective plan will he evolved to present 
the case of the fisheries industry before 
the leg-islature, in committee, and on the 
floor if necessary. There is no quibble 
or question regarding the stand of the 
fish dealers. They are solid for the· 
abolishment of the Fish Exchange and 
the fight is on. This is the first shot-
the opening gun. 
Let's go! 
Proposed Legislation Relating to the 
Fisheries Industry 
More than one hundred bills affecting 
the fishing industry have been introduced 
in the lf'..~,.,.islature. Some of these arc 
good, some bad, some indifferent. No 
doubt all are well intentioned .. An out-
line of the most important is herewith 
given: 
Senate Bill 208, introduced by Senator 
\Vellcr: 
a. Prohibits use of drift gill nets in 
tide water of Klamath River R. & 
G. District; present law permits use. 
b. Prohibits use of set gill net in Dis-
trict 20A (Catalina); present law 
permits use. 
c. Prohibits use of purse seine and 
roundhaul nets in District 19 and 
20A except for taking squid, an-
chovy and sardines. Present law 
mentions only District 16. 
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d. Prohibits possession at any time 
of barracuda caught with purse 
seine or roundhaul net or to have 
barracuda in possession on a boat 
so equipped, or the taking at any 
time of barracuda in District 19. 
Prohibits use of any net except 100 
ft. long, 6 ft. deep, 10 in. mesh, in . 
District 20A. Present law allows 
use of purse seine and roundhaul 
nets in season August 1-May 15. 
e. These amendments would stop 
purse seining for barracuda from 
Santa Barbara south. 
f. Prohibits use of shrimp tra\vl nets 
in District 2, Napa slough, etc.; 
present law permits use. 
g. Prohibits use of trawl nets in Dis-
trict 17 (Monterey Bay). Present 
law permits use in water more than 
25 fathoms. 
h. Adds District 2 to those in which 
it is unlawful to have possession of 
trawl nets. 
Senate Bill 316, introduced by Senator 
Allen-
a. Prohibits possession of nets within 
300 feet of anv waters closed at 
time to netting.-
Scnate Bill 572, introduced by Senator 
Mueiler-
a. Forbids using purse seine for tak-
ing barracuda. 
b. Allows use of beach seine and 
roundbaul net in Districts 1, 2 and 
3. Adds section forbidding use of 
gill trammel, beach or roundhaul 
ilets in Mendoci-no Countv Dis-
trict, 2%. -
b. This bill WOJ.l.ld serve to eliminate 
the purse seine season as taking 
barracuda any time by purse seines 
is prohibited. 
Senate Bill 718, introduced bv Senator 
Young- -
Regarding Salmon Nets 
a. ?-.fakes several changes in arrange-
ment from present law but makes 
no change itl season or limit in Dis-
trict 1; no change in District 1%. 
b. Permits fishing all year in District 
2-2%: present law has open season Au-
gust !-October 30. 
c. No change in District 3. 
rl. Forbids sale of salmon in Klamath 
River F. and G. District. Elimi-
nates provision about sale of s;ll-
mon in Districts 4, 6, 7, 10, 16, 17, 
18. 
c. Changes open season in District 5 
(Smith River) to August 16-0cto-
her 31. 
i. Charn:res open season in District 6 
to July !-September 31.. Present 
lmv June !-September 6. 
g. Changes open season in tidewater 
of Klamath River F. and G. Dis-
trict to August 1-0cto!Jer 31. Pres-
ent law August !-October 6. Gives 
longer season to anglers. 
Assembly Bill 44, introduced by Repre-
sentative Jespersen-
Prohihits us~ of nets in San Luis 
Obispo and Estero Bays in District 18. 
Present law permits usc of purse or 
roundhaul nets and beach nets in these 
havs. 
A. B; 61, introduced hy Representative 
Fisher-
Permits usc of nets in District 7. 
Measures Relating to Salmon 
S. B. 15, introduced by Senator Hardy-
Chan~tes the open season in Districts 2 
and 2~. Adds four months. 
S. B. 319, introduced bv Senator Harcly-
Specific<lllv permits "trawling and troll-
ing- in District 8 (ocean waters Hum-
boldt Bay to south line Mendocino 
Co.) Opens season month earlier and 
closes 17 days later. 
S. B. 531, introduced by Senator Garri~ 
son-
Provides open season for steelhead 
and salmon in tidewater of all streams 
October !-January 1 except KlamatJ; 
River; bag limit of 2. Present law 
mentions only Russian and Napa Riv--
ers and does not mention salmon. 
b. Also prohibits fishing with more 
than one rod line per person. 
S. B. 692, introduced by Senator Canepa: 
Forbids sale of salmon eggs or fish roe 
and usc as bait. 
A. B. 320, introduced by Mr. Scudder-
Strikes out first two paragraphs of Sec-
tion 6 of present act regarding tide-
water of Klamath River F. and G. Dis-
trict. This would close Klamath River 
to commercial fishing either by net or 
hook and line. 
The proposed measure also adds new 
section to Art. 17, making it unlawful to 
kill or have in possession more than 
two Salmon in one day in any' district 
until 1931. This would stop all com-
mercial ftshing for Salmon in Califor-
nia until 1931. 
A. B. 326, introduced by 1vfr. Reindollar: 
A11ows spearing but one salmon per 
day in District 2. 
S. B. 728, introduced by Senator Carter-
Prohibits taking -...vhiting, yellow fin, 
spot fin, except with hook and line. 
Also selling So. halibut less than 14 
lbs .. in weight. Present law prohibits 
selling more than 50 lbs. of halibut 
made up of fish each less than 4 lbs. 
S. B. 808, introduced by Senator Hurley: 
Extends time fish or game may be held 
in possession after close of season to 
30 days. Present law allows only 5 
clays. 'l'his would apply to commer-
cial holding of fish. 
Measures Relating to Abalone 
S. B. 7, introduced by Senator Hardy-
Prohibits using diving apparatus in 
District 2%-7. (Diving now prohibit-
ed in Districts 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 20A). 
Limits catch to 10 per day; 20 per 
week in Districts 20-7. Formerly no 
limit. Allows abalone caught in out-
side district to be brought in. 
A. B. 60 Introduced by Representative 
Fisher. 
Prevents commercial taking of abalone 
in District 7 from shore to a line 20 
feet below high tide. This is the pres-
ent law in Districts 10 and 18. 
MEASURES RELATING TO 
REDUCTION 
S. B. 434 Introduced by Senators Mur-
phy and Young. 
This bi11 provides reduction of sardines; 
only allows packer to reduce offal and 
odd pieces left from canning. 
Changes wording in Section 1. Inserts 
word "fish" before packers preserves, 
etc. Omits reference to reduction plants 
and changes clause "waste of any pro-
ducts or of any fishery products" to 
read "waste of fish." 
Strikes out reference to reduction plants 
in first paragraph of Section 2. Defines 
reduction plant as any plant engaged in 
the reduction of fish-meat-scrap-flourp 
fish oil, etc. Present law defines reduc-
tion plant as one engaged in reducing 
fish into products not intended for 
human consumption. 
Defines Packer as one engaged in can~ 
ning, preserving by drying, salting or 
pickling. 
(Coutimud ott Pngc 25) 
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Tuna Fleet Departs for Southern Waters 
As Fishing Season Opens 
T HE TUNA SEASON at Cape San Lucas, :Mexico, is on the point of opening and the tuna fleet is begin-
ning to move to\vard southern waters and 
the scene of operations. The vanguard of 
~ome thirty purse seiners are now on the 
~vay, together with a number of large 
tender boats. \Vhen the entire Southern 
California fleet is in line it numbers up to 
800-six men to a boat, on the average. 
The Sea Rider and the Hermosa are the 
first to return with catch, the former hav-
ing 12 tons and the latter 30 tons of very 
good tuna. 
But this fleet of fairly respectable pro-
portions is inadequate to supply the de-
mand of Southern California packers, who 
last year put up a million and a quarter 
cases---48 half-pound cans to the case. 
Every two weeks the Dollar Line brings 
in Albacore-ordinarily known as the 
white meat Tuna-from Japanese waters. 
Other steamers are also bringing this va-
riety and the amount so imported will this 
year be several times that of last. (Sec 
San Pedro 11'Iarket Report on another 
page.) This is absorbed by the Halfhill 
Packing Corporation of Long Beach, the. 
Curtis Corporation, also of that city, and 
the Coast Fishing Company of \Vilming-
ton. 
"Tiger of the Sea" 
The Tuna is known as the tiger of the 
lion-tiger-elephant trinity, of the angling 
world, the Tarpon, of course, being the 
lion and the Black Sea Bass the elephant. 
Few fishes have a wider range than the 
Tuna since it is found in nearly all ·warm 
·waters. 
Those who have an idea that the Tuna 
is not a game fish should try holding onto 
one end of a line while a vivacious speci-
men of the species disports himself on the 
other. Good authority credits the Tuna 
with having, -.,yeight for weight, twice the 
fighting power possessed by the Tarpon. 
It strikes like a cyclone. and plays like a 
tornado. In the vicinity of Santa Cata-
lina is the favorite angling ground of 
sportsmen. It is a· narrmv stretch of the 
coast in the lee of the island mountains 
where there are se·veral small, open bays, 
generally smooth, -..vith the wind blowing 
only a part of the day. 
In All Warm Waters 
The Tuna belongs to the Mackerel fam-
ily, of which it is the largest representa-
tive. It is found pretty much all around 
the world inhabiting warm waters. He is 
Tuna in California waters and in the 
Mediterranean Sea. In the North Sea he 
is known as Tunny and on the Atlantic 
coast of America they calf him the Horse 
1.fackerel. Besides this he is also known 
as the Great Albacore. 
On the North Atlantic coast where 
Tuna are caught from early summer to 
October they are large and numerous. 
One fisherman is reported to have har-
pooned thirty in a single season having 
an average ·weight of 1,000 lbs., while the 
big ones tipped the beam a{j around 1,500 
lbs. The Tuna of European waters is 
much smaller, the limit in size being 
around 500 lbs., while the California Tuna 
is still smaller. 
Adventure in Tuna Fishing 
Down to the southern point of Lower 
California is something of a cruise for a 
fishing boat-some 1400 miles-and what 
is known as the Allaire Banks are ap-
proximately 700 miles off the coast. Fur-
thermore this is· the hurricane center of 
the South Pacific and adven turc may 
crowd thick and fast for the fisherman. 
This is a trip that tests boats and the 
performance of driving machinery. It is 
not a cruise for canoe or cockle shell but 
for craft capable of crossing the ocean 
and arc powered with Diesel enJ;,rines of 
various makes ranging from 90 to 400 
horsepower. 
The Allaire Banks are reported to be a 
range of mountains rising from the bed 
of the ocean to within a few fathoms of 
the surface. Experts assert the Yellow-
fin Tuna spawns on the slopes of this 
A cannery full of Tuna 
Part of the japanese Albacore fleet 
submarine range. The banks are well off 
the lanes of travel and large fish are 
reported to be plentiful in that region. 
Four Varieties of Tuna 
The four varieties of the Tuna in Cali-
fornia and Mexican waters are the Y cl-
lowfin, the Blucfin, and the Striped and 
Albacore, all of which are taken by net 
-..vith the exception of the Albacore, which 
arc caught with hook and line only. The 
Yellowfind comes into season first, reck-
oning with the beginning of the year, and 
this is the variety the purse-seiners arc 
now out to net. Fishing for this variety 
usually lasts about 60 days, when the 
Bluefin comes in and runs pretty much 
all the summer. Albacore is caught when 
he has the inclination to bite and acts 
on it. After the local season comes the 
Turtle Bay season of about three months, 
so that operations are fairly continuous. 
Three Concerns Co-operating 
A co-operative arrangement for the 
Cape San Lucas Ycllowfin season is an-
nounced between the French Sardine 
company at Fish Harbor, John Heston, 
whose office is on the municipal fish 
wharf, San Pedro, and the Halfhill Pack-
ing corporation, of Long Beach. 
Heston and the French Sardine com-
pany will catch the fish and haul it in 
their own and Halfhill boats, and Half-
hill will have charge of packing. Three 
power boats and four schooners with 
ice compartments are being sent down 
to the tip of Lower California for the 
spring haul. The schooners are the Glen-
dale, Mary Lou and ~vfelsciners. 
The co-operating trio also plan to uEc 
several live~ bait boats, the Theodore Foss, 
the Nishin, the motorship M. S. 1-forgan 
and the Huntress. Each carries about 
140 tons of iced fish. The Oceania Vance, 
flagship of the Halfhill boats, will be 
headquarters of the Reston-French-Half-
hili fleet for the season. 
LINDE PACKING CORPORATION 
BUYS WEDUM COMPANY 
The VVedum Packing Company at \Vil-
mington has sold its cannery interests to 
the Linde Packing Corporation, the sale 
taking effect January 1. J\.h. Julius E. 
Linde is president of the new corporation 
and will continue in active management. 
The plant of the combined companies will 
continue to pack Tuna, Sardines and 
J..fackerel. 
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Hatching New Laws for the 
Fish Canners 
Some time in the not far distant future 
the legislature of California will take up 
a matter of first importance to the com-
mercal fishing industry of this state. 
\Vhat is referred to is regulation of sar-
dine packing. 
How pressing is the need for a law 
that is both equable and enforcable has 
been demonstrated beyond question by 
events of the past few months. Prob-
lems dealing with sarinc packing and re-
duction, over \vhich state Order Number 
6 has been the law, have brought into 
more than one court the canners on one 
side and the commercial fisheries de-
partment of the division of fish and game 
on the other. 
The present la,v, passed four years 
ago, is not ,vithout its faults. It is to 
the interests of both canners and the fi5h 
and game division, not to mention the 
public at large, that the next law be more 
satisfactory. 
Legislation Committee 
Although the matter of adopting a new 
Jaw has still to go on the floor of the 
legislature, it is being carefully consid-
erede at the present time in committee. 
Of the 117 bills now facing the commit-
tee on fish and game in the senate and 
assembly, a number of the most impor-
tant deal with the number of cases that 
should be packed to every ton of sar-
dines caught and the percentage of the 
catch that may be reduced. 
Legislators Visit Monterey 
Realizing that the present In:\\' was act-
ed upon four years ago by men \vhose 
knowledge of actual packing methods 
and conditions might have been fuller, 
Sanborn Young of Los Gatos and Hu-
bert B. Scudder of Sebastopol, chairmen 
respectively of the senate ;~.nd assembly 
fish and game committees, visited 1Ion-
all in their power toward passage of a 
satisfactory law regul<iting fish packing 
and reduction. \Vith this view in mind 
they 1vill call before their committees in 
the near future men intimately connected 
with the fishing industry of the state. 
Their views on the matter in question 
will be respectfully heard in the hope 
that out of the testimony and opinions 
given may spring a new and more satis-
factory law. 
Offal Bone of Contention 
During the recent legal tilts in which 
several canners faced the fish and game 
division regarding rules stating that a 
minimum of 15 cases of sardines be packed 
to every ton of fish caught and that not 
more than 25 per cent of the fish capacity 
of any given plant be reduced, the defi-
nition of fish "offal" supplied one of the 
major bones of contention. 
The canners took the position in the 
trial in the Monterey county superior 
court that offal refers to fish broken at 
the tables and, in short, to all fish unfit 
for canning. The fish and game divi-
sion, on the other hand, limited offal to 
heads, tails and entrails. 
Will Be Clearly Defined 
However the new law may read, the 
indication is that clearcut definition of 
offal \Yill be set forth. Young, ·who is 
presenting one of the several bilis 011 
sardine packing and reduction, defines 
offal as "heads, tails and viscera" of 
fish. 
The Tarious bills now being studied 
by the committee vary widely. Some 
call for what amounts to almost unlimited 
reduction while others put the percentage 
of fish that may be used for by-products 
at a much lower figure. 
tercy on the 11th and 12th days of this SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
month to inspect canneries and see at 
first hand the ways in which fish are han- M. S. Chase 
died. Weather cold. Few steelheads coming 
from open seas. Small fish scare with 
Interviev.red by TCF Representative the exception ·of sole. Halibut season 
FELLER FIRST TO FIND 
HALIBUT 
Score 'em up three in a row for 
Feller. Once again he cops off the 
honor of being first on the market with 
halibut-not only in this country, but 
Canada also. On the 16th instant he 
rounded up a small catch which was 
shipped to]. E. Lawrence & Co., Port-
land brokers, for distribution. This is 
the third vear 1v1r. Feller has succeeded 
in .baggin-g the halibut vanguard and 
congratulations arc in order from all 
along the fishline. Paraphrasing the 
bird and worm story 1ve may say it is 
the early Feller that catches the fish. 
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pre•. 
The Van Camp SeaFood 
Company., Inc. 
Packers of 
That Famous 
"White Star Tuna" 
And Various Other California 
Sea Foods 
Home Office-Terminal Island, Cal. 
George K. Ogawa, Pres. 
T oyo Fisheries 
PIONEER MACKEREL 
CANNER 
Also Packing 
Tuna, Sardines, and other California 
Seafoods 
Wilmington, Calif. VVhen interviewed by a representative opened February 15. Expect first ar-
of California Fisheries, the two legisla- rivals about February 23. Frozen fish 
fito=:=·s==s=ta=t=c=d==t=h=a=t==it==is==t=h=e=ir==d=e=s=i=r=e=t=o==d=o====p=r=a=ct=i=c=a=ll.=v=a=l=l=c=l=ea=n~ed u~p~·~==============~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; 
I s. CIAMINCINO, Pm. A. FARINA, Secy. Iii' • E. Booth Company• A' 
Inc, 
Crab and Salmon Fishermen's ~~~~~ 
B O
paOckerTs ofH S -~n;.rf. Protective Association avv "-
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT OWNERS 
Directing the requ:rements of its membership Crescent Brand Sardines 
Telephone Franklin 4989 Meigg' s Wharf 
San Francisco, Calif. 
M. P. SUGLIAN, Sccy. 
Fishermen's Cooperative Association 
MEMBERSHIP 65 PURSE-SEINERS 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence invited relative purchases of 
our members. Information gladly given. 
Municipal Fish Wharf-8an Pedro, Calif. 
Cannery at Monterey 
Head Office: II 0 Market St., San Francisco 
H. YOKOZEKI. Secretary. 
Southern California 
Japanese Fishermen's Association 
WHOLESALE DEALERS 
Enterprising and without question loyal to the interests 
which it tends to serve 
Telephone 3595 Terminal Island, Calif. 
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pURSE SEINER "AGNES S" IS 
STRANDED AT MONTEREY 
St<~fi Correspondent 
The purse-seine fishing boat "Agnes S" 
lies high and dry on the 11onterey bay 
beach ncar lv[oss Landing. Owned by 
the [.;:_, Hovden company, the craft went 
ashore between 1:30 and 2:00 o'clock 
Thursday morning, February 1-L 
The crew failed to realize how close 
inshore the boat was drifting until the 
keel grounded on the bottom. \Vith one 
event following the other with confus-
ing rapidity, the valuable net was lost 
e\·cr the side, the boat turned broadside 
to the swells and 1vas driven ashore be-
yond hope of re-floating-at least for the 
time being, The crew retired to dryer 
quarters to make the best of a chilly 
night. 
At the time of grounding the nine-man 
crev..- was busy "scooping" fish. Once 
the predicament was known, the engine 
was put into reverse hut there was no 
response from the boat. Once she had 
turned broadside to the long swells that 
sweep unobstructed across the bay from 
the open ocean at this point, the Agnes 
S had no chance. 
The purse-seiner, valued in the ncigh-
borood of $35,000, is one of the ne\vest 
and fmest boats of her sort on the coast. 
Sister ship of the ''New Admiral," also 
nf the Hovden fleet, she was built in Oak-
land last November and brought to 1'don-
terey immediately. Along with the New 
Admiral she was one of the few boats 
in the bay able to bring in appreciable 
catches of sardines during the slack pc-
riO(l from November 19 to January 5. 
'(hanks to her wide cruising radius, the 
s1ze of her hold and the large-scale equip-
ment she carries, she was ahle to make 
the nightly runs to Half Moon bav, the 
unl.r spot m which fish were to be found. 
\Vhen the boat failed to return at her 
usual time Thursday morning fears ·were 
expressed that she ~llld her crew were 
!osl. \\Then the true story reached l\{on~ 
tcrev the underwriters of the boat were 
noli-lied at once and steps taken to sal-
\'age the vessel. A tug was sent do·wn 
the same morning from San Francisco 
to haul Agnes off the sand-if such were 
possible. Monterey has no boat capable 
of such a job. 
Next to no damage was suffered by the 
Agnes S in the accident. Her hull re-
mained intact. The turntable at the 
stern was the only part receiving inju-
ries that might be called serious. 
The Agnes carries full insurance. She 
is 72 feet long, 18 feet beam, and draws 
9 feet'. She is powered by a 135 ho-rse-
power Atlas-Imperial engine. Her sister, 
the N cw Admiral, was built in San Fran-
cisco last summer. 
* * * 
Later-The Agnes S was pulled off the 
beach by the tug Roland, of San Fran-
cisco, Capt. E. L. \\Tinters, at 2:15 this 
morning (February 16). 
The total damage including cost of 
salvage is about $9,000. The boat will be 
towed to dry dock in Sausalito for repairs. 
Capt. A. C. \Vilvers, of San Francisco, 
is in charge of salvage operations. Capt. 
R. C. \Vilson of the coast guard cutter 
262 stood by to give assistance \vhile the 
boat was being pulled off the beach. 
VETERANS ON THE WHARF AT 
SANTA CRUZ 
Staff Correspondence 
H.ave you ever noticed how many real-
ly old men there are on any wharf-old 
in years but sturdy in frame? Having 
lived all their lives on fish and hard 
bread and salty air, they remain vigorous 
far beyond the usual span. No hardening 
of the arteries takes them off before their 
race is run. These old men are deeply 
attached to the watcriront. \Vhen thev 
can no longer walk with the stride Of 
youth, they hobble down on canes and 
crutches or ride in the ~trucks and cars 
of their descendants. Never a boat is 
raised or lowered from a davit without 
one of the fathers nearby to comment 
and counsel. On the Santa Cruz wharf 
arc two old men who have missed but 
few days in five years. And one other, 
John Caselli, who was carried away by 
influenza this winter, is sadly missed. He, 
too, came down every day in fit ·weather, 
with a bit of pink carnation and fern in 
the lapel of his neat brown coat, his 
cane tapping briskly on the rough boards, 
and a twinkle in his eye and a joke on 
his lips. 
Captain Do\vling is another of our vet-
erans. He sailed the seven seas fortv 
years, a captain of ships for thirty-fivC 
of those years. As night watchman he 
·walks the pie:r with as firm a step as 
in the long ago days when he commanded 
men on a ship. The captain's hearty 
handshake is long remembered by sum-
mer visitors. During his early evening 
hours of duty before the gates are closed 
h~ _manages to greet every newcomer and 
\'JSlt all the markets and fish restau-
rants besides. 
Handle Salmon Through 
a Wharf-Hopper 
1\{ethods that make for economv of 
labor and possessing other advantageS arc 
welcomed ·with delight and adopted with 
alacrity by the progressive fisherman as 
well as men in other lines of industry. The 
Canadian Fishing Co., at New \Vcstmin-
ster, B. C., last fall erected a hopper at it-; 
\\·barf. to facilitate the discharge of <l large 
~luant1ty of fish. The salmon arc dumped 
111to th1s hopper from boxes lowered into 
th.c hold of th~ fishing bo~t and raised by 
wmch after bemg filled. 'I he fish are then 
emptied from the hopper through chutes 
into waiting trucks, and thence taken to 
Vancouver, where they arc put into cold 
storage or shipped out on icc. However 
it is when the dog salmon runs in full 
force that the greatest benefit is reaped 
from this time and labor-saving equip-
ment, and at the same time the fiSh suffer 
less in the handling. It is reported that 
the "dusty old 1Iiller's hopper is operat-
ing ·with satisfaction to all concerned. 
MONTEREY SETS NEW 
ALL-TIME RECORD 
SARDINE CATCH 
The Sardine catch of Friday night, 
February 1, set a new all-time recOrd 
for 1'Ionterey, at 3063 tons. The old 
record of 2700 tons was set in Febru-
ary 1928. The fish were in good con-
dition and closer to Monterey side of 
the bay than at any time this season. 
Friday night, the night of the great 
catch, was dark and rainy. 
The figures were compiled by Ral11h 
Classic, of the State Fish and Game 
Commission. 
SANTA CRUZ BOYS IN 
RESCUE ROLE 
Frankie Brcganle and Babe Stagnaro 
of Santa Cruz distinguished themselves 
last week by rescuing the Leo Cardwell 
launch as it was about to be dashed to 
pieces by the breakers Monday morning, 
February 4. They discovered that the 
boat had escaped its mooring and was 
rapidly drifting shoreward. They manned 
another boat, caught up ·with the drifter 
and towed it to a dock. 
This is Frankie's second adventure in 
boat rescuing. He and his father re-
cently captured a boat that had been sto-
letl from their cousin in San Francisco, 
and turned the boat's occupant over to 
local police for investigation. Frankie 
and Babe are two such modest young 
men that they make light of their ex-
ploits. No one can get a story out of 
them. However, we think it takes a real 
hero (a Ia. Lindbergh) to disparage his 
own part m a dangerous encounter. 
Luis M. Salazar 
SHIP BROKER 
Unsurpassed Service 
to 
Fishing Boats 
306 Municipal Pier Bldg. 
San Diego 
Main 1225 
GILBERT C. 
VAN CAMP 
Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Complete Insurance 
Service 
Unexcelled facilities to take 
care of your marine 
insurance 
Telephone 2680 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California 
Telephone Main 4490 
86 7 Harbor Street 
San Diego, California 
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Southern California Advertisers Identified With the Fishing Industry 
and Whose Reliability Is Unquestioned 
"Goods of the Woods" 
E. K. WOOD LUMBER CO. 
Wholesale and Retail Yard 
Telephone 21 
San Pedro, California 
Main Office 
Telephone Midland 3111 
4701 Santa Fe Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
Lumber, MiH Work, Sash and Doors 
~~1'.;·:· ,: !.i 
iJ 
:I, 
-~~--HA_R_L_A_ HIGH---~ 
Builders of 
YACHTS AND COMMERCIAL BOATS 
Marine Ways 
Machine Shop 
Electric Shop 
Blacksmith Shop 
Hru:dware, Engines 
Repair Work 
of All Kinds 
Builders of Ice Bout Adventure, Powered With 
Union Diesel 300 h. p. 
FISH HARBOR Phone San Ped'o 1415 Terminal Island, Califorl!.ia ~-- Los Angel~-~·~~arbor_ 
SAN PEDRO GROCERY AND 
SUPPLY CO. 
Wholesalers and Retailers of Imported and 
Domestic Groceries, Meats and Canned Goods 
Ship Supplies 
Telephone 1348 Municipal Wholesale Fish Market Bldg. 
NICK POBOR, Prop. San Pedro, Calif. 
Successors to Harbor Motors Company 
I San Pedro and Wilmington 
' 
I Passenger Speed 
Wagons Cars 
Remember, Most of Fish Trucks Are Reos 
1614 South Pacific Avenue 
Telephone 1632 San Pedro, California 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
Marine Supplies 
OF ALL KINDS 
San Francisco San Pedro San Diego 
Distributors 
HERCULES 
OIL CO .. 
SAN DIEGO 
Marine Service Station 
FOOT OF BEACH STREET 
Complete Service 
to Fishing Boats . 
Your Patronage Appreciated 
Unexcelled Facilities 
\ 
l 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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ABERDEEN TO HAVE FAMOUS 
QUINALT SALMON FOR 
FISH WEEK 
John Hannula, Jr. 
\Ve are anxious for the coming of 
Fish \'Veek in 11 ay as we will ha vc a 
plentiful supply o[ the famous Quinault 
Salmon which is one of our rare del-
icacies and speaks for itself. 
\Veather conditions here for the past 
three weeks have been very unfavorable 
to fishing. Freezing temperature and lack 
of rain has caused rivers to be very low 
anrl clear. FiShermen have given up 
fil!hting with frozen nets and joined the 
hOt stove league. 
Til is ·week should see a break and with 
warm weather anrl rains the much de-
laved steelhead run should be on and the 
laSt three weeks of the season, which 
closes here 1·larch 15, should at least find 
the fishermen ·with cigarette money for 
the balance of the winter. 
On the Indian RcscrYalion ncar here 
fishermen are preparing" for the Quinault 
Salmon season, which will open April 1. 
There are some five hundred lrihe:=;rnen 
cng·aged in fishing on the twu strecuns, 
Quinault and Queets. Fishing is their 
only source of revenue, hut with the long 
~casons thev are all ·well fixed 1-vilh monev 
;s wc11 as Owning their own automobileS. 
Daily, new linus are writing or wiring 
us for shipments, making reference to 
having read our ad in the California 
Fi.~hcries. May the good news spread. 
Canada Plans ReMorganization 
of Fishel·ies Senrice 
Reorganization of the fisheries service 
of Canada, in the light of the report of 
the Atlantic Fisheries Commission, is an-
nounced. Since his appointment, it is re-
ported \V. A. Found, Deputy Minister of 
Fisheries, has been giving close attention 
to the question of the most efiective re-
organization in view of the report of the 
commssion, which was laid before the 
House of Commons at the last session of 
Parliament. 
1-Ir. Found has announced that certain 
conclusions had been reached, and that 
they had been approved by Hon. P. ] . 
Cardin, 1.finister of 1-Iarine and Fisheries. 
1lr. Found ;;tates that encouragement 
wilt be given to advance methods in all 
branches of the industry, and indicates 
some of the steps which will be followed 
to further this end. Duplication of offi-
cers will be avoided in future. The great 
importance of educational work will be 
emphasized. There will be extension of 
inspection to all kinds of pickled, smoked, 
dried and canned fish, as \Veil as to plants 
and vessels. The organization of fisher-
men's associations will be encouraged, 
and an intelligence and publicity division 
in the department will be established: Re. 
organzation along these lines is now un-
der \Yay. 
SANTA CRUZ 
Staff Correspendent 
Candlefish, rock cod and crab consti-
tute the catches this 1veek. It \vill soon 
be time for fishermen to overhaul boats 
and whittle out rods in preparation for 
!he salmon, season \vhich opens April 
1st. 1-fany are already painting their 
boats. The warm weathe1· on Lincoln's 
Birthday brought many amateur fisher-
tnen to the end of the wharf, where the 
smelt were running. Good catches \Yere 
lllacle. 
NAMES AND ADDHESSES OF 1\lEMBERS OF 
CALU'OilNIA STA'l"E LEGISLATUHE 
Cnlifornin St:1le Sennlors 
H C. Nelson .•. , ..••..••• ,, .. 181!1 H St., Eurekn ,J:~mes l\L Allt:n ........................... Yrekn 
Bet·t Alford Cnsshh• ... , ..... , .. , .... , .... Auburn 
!;"red C. Handy ........... , ..... ,., .. , .•.. Ukiah 
Thomas McCormack ... · ............. , .. Rio Vista 
Hav ,Torws .. ,, ............... 511 D St., l\Ial"YVille 
.f. ·1\t. In~rr.n ..... 2600 Mnr:~hulf \Vay, Sacramento 
Herl1ert W. S!ntQr, ...... 80\l <lth St., Santn Rosn 
Wi!linm H. Sharkey ........ n:n E. l\Tuin, :\[arline~ 
Fmnh: S. Botms .... \J25 N. El Dorwlo St., Stocldon 
G!;org-e C. Clevelnnd.RFD 1, Box 15:1, "\VatEonvil!e 
J, C. Garrison.,., ... Star Houle, Dt}X 2'1, Modesto 
B. H. Christian .... , ........ , .1()!17 D St., Haywnnl 
T C. \V(!St., .......... 120·1 "\Vah111t St., Alnmedu 
~\rthur H. Breed ... Lnthem Squ"hre Bldg., Onklnnd 
Edgar S. Hurley •.. , .... 1\JO·I Filbert St., Oa\i:lnnd 
C. C. Dnl<er.,., ... , .· ..... .4flfl Pajaro St., Salinns 
Victor ,T. CaneJl!t .... 45'1 Union St.., Sun Francisco 
Tnllnnt Tubbs ..... 1!l2,5 Gout~h Sl., San Frnnei;1cn 
P . • T. Gruy ....• , .:!~H5 Cnlnillo St., Sun Francislo 
Hoy Fdlnm ....... l01 Alpine Tel.'., San FrnndJC(J 
.Jvhn .T. Crowley .. G!l~ Vn.!enciil Sl.., San Franei.;co 
Thnma'l A. l\1aloney ... , .................. · · .• · 
....•....... :J-11 Connecticut St., San Francisco 
Dunit:l C. lHm·phy ... !10 Justin Dr., San Frnnei3to 
\Valter H. Duval. .............. , ... Santa Pnula 
Charle9 H. Cobb ..... ,·137 Forllu~amp Ave., Fr::mo 
Sanborn Young- ................. : ..... Lo~ Gato3 
H~rbert C. ,ToneJ ....... 8!15 Hedding- Sl., San Jo,;e 
.hHeph T... Petlrntti. .HOO Hosuhel\ St., Lo~ An~ele:J 
H:1lph E Swin!-i .... Garner nldt~ .• San Bernardino 
Hem·y T~ Curler ... 10·t0 L'lnnd Aw .• 'Vilmington 
,T. I. \Vn.gy.,, .. , ... ,l!Hl!l Seennrl St., Bnlterlll••lrl 
Frank F. Merriam .... 5:11 E. 16th St., Long Denel1 
CharleH \Y. Lyon .10[,:! Redondo Blvd., Lo;; Ang:d~q 
Herl:ert .fohnslon Evans ..................... · 
.....• , , , . , ..... 2:1·1 N. Canynn Blvd., 1\Ionrovin 
Frnnk C. \Vel\Pr .. , .. ·l!il "'nmlbury Rd., Glendu'e 
Geon;e \V, Roche~te1·. 7,14 S. Carondelet St .. L. A . 
• 1. W. 1\IcKinley ... 508 V•l. Adams St., LOJ Ang-ele3 
N•.•Lwn T. Edwanl3., .. :!50 S. Gla~se\l St~. Orang-e 
Edwin A. 1\Iue\l(!r .. , ........... , ....... El Cajon 
Culifornin State Assemblymen 
Henry J\-IcG;linnt:.'l5, .... , .. , ........... Dunsmuir 
Hobert F. Fi01her ............... ,, ....... Hyde,ville 
Roc1eoe ,T, Anderllon .•...... 21 Dutle St., Redding 
Forrest ll. Young ......... , .............. Quit1cy 
Van Ucrmtrd ..... , ..... , ... ,., ... , .. , Butte City 
H. n. lnt:::els ...................... RFD :!, Ukiah 
Chnr!es H. Deuel. .... , ... ,., .. :18-Ja 'lth St., Chico 
Fred B. Noyes ...•••....... lUI Yolo St., Yubn City 
.Ten·old I... Benwell ..... :11() Derl<eley St., Rooe;rille 
Ernei!t C. Crowley, ..... , ................. Smsun 
F'rnnk I ... Coombs ..... , .. 7::!0 Seminnry St., Napa 
Hubert B. Seuddcr ... ,506 S. Main St., Seba:;topo} 
Frank "\V. Luttrell .......... , ................ . 
. , . , .... , , .... 8:!7 Santa Rose Ave., Snnta Rosn 
Roy .T. Neilsen .. , .... P. 0. Do;-;: 12-1:!, Sacramento 
Percy G. \Vest. ... 2571 Portola. "\Yay, Sacramento 
H. E. Dillinger .......... 618 1\tuin St., Plnecrville 
Chnrles F. Reindoll:tr. ,236 Center St., San Rnfud 
Hobert P. Easley, .. , ........ 31!1 7th St., Antioch 
Brnillord S. Crittenden ... 1ll!! North A St., Tracy 
F. C. Clowd~\ey ...... 346 W. Acacia St., Stockton 
Fred C. H:lW<..>;J ........... 21i:! 6th SL, San Francisco 
.Tames C. Flynn ...•. 27:!!l 2'1th St., Sun Francisco 
Jo~:eph P. Gilmnre ... ·1,12 Excelsior, Sun Frn11cisco 
.TumCll L. Quidey. ,, .45 Broad St., Snn Francisco 
\Vm. B. Hornblo'\ver,l5aO Guerrero, Snn Fruncisco 
Ray Williamson.,, ... 756 Page St.., Sun Francisco 
JHelvyn ,J. Cronin ... 1251 11th Ave., San Franci~eo 
Edg-nr C. I..:evey, .•• , .11)() l!lth St., San Frnneiseo 
H;trry F. Morrison.15D Dnlores St., San Francisco 
Hobert B. Fry, .16\lB McAllister St., Sun Frn.ncisco 
D. J. Feigenbnum.1810 .Jnel;:~on St., Snn Frnneisco 
.Tames A, Miller ...... ,Flnod Bldg., Sun Francisco 
Charles A. Oliva .. ,I !l,\4 Powell St., San Francisco 
\Vm. P. Jost. .....•.... RFD B, Box 150, Haywnrd 
Roy Bishop •.. ,,., .. , ... , .1601 High St., Alumedu 
Wm. W. Holfman .. 5aaa El Cnmile Ave., Onldand 
Eugene \V. Rolund ... , .451 Elwood Ave., Oaldnnd 
Walter W, Feel<:y,., .. ,.,.,. 781 8th St., Onklnnd 
M. ,T. McDonou!!"h., ..••.... !l·l·l ::l!lth St., Onklnnd 
Harold C. Clomlmnn .... 22:!6 Grnnt St., Berl•eley 
Alberl Henry Morp;an, ,Tr .......•.•• · ·• ·• · · · ·• · 
..... , ..... , , . , ... 787 Vincente TI.und, Berlwl<:y 
Hurry L. Pnrkmnn.!l:l·l Rosewoml Dr., Sun Mn.teo 
Bert B. Snyder.,, ....... 175 Higl1 St., Su.ntn Cruz 
T. M. Wright .. ,, .. ,',, .. 240 S. l:lt.h St., Snn Jose 
C. C. Spalding .. , ,135 Stmnymle Ave., Sunnyvnle 
Frnnk B. Collier.,., ..•.... 330 Hi!-\'h St., Modelln 
Dan E. \Vi\liams .. ,., ........ ,., ....• Tnclt3onvil!e 
Ray C, DeYoe,., .• , ........... P. 0. Dox C, Cnrm"l 
E:lbert G. Adnmll.,, ... ,,.,, .... , . , ... Livingston 
. M. S. Meelter ...•........ Ri. 2, Box 121, Kermnn 
Z. S, Leymel.,, ....... 5·15 Roosevelt Ave., Fresno 
S. 1,. Heiginger .... •'• ..... . Rt. B, Box 152, Selma 
Chris N, ,lespersen ........ , ............. Shnndon 
Aup;ustus F'. Jewett., ..... P. 0. Box 125, Hnnfnrd 
Frnnk ,V, 1\li:-der ... , ....... 30:1 E. Palm Sl., Exeter 
Robert Lincoln Pnttel'O!on.arn Philippine St., Tuft 
Isuac Jane.'! ...•...... , .. ,723 East E St., Ontario 
A. E. Brock ......... 223 "\V, Olive Ave., Ret!\nnds 
George R. Dliss ..... , ....... , , ....... Carpinlaria 
Dan "\V. Emm<?-tt ... Virg-inia Terrace, Snntn Pnula 
,James C. Crawford.a206 \Vyoming- Ave., Durban!;: 
\Valter .f. Little ........ 800 :lrd St., Snnta :Monicu 
ANTILLIO PALADIN! TAKES 
RANK AS QUEEN OF THE 
PALADIN! FLEET 
Alex. Jlaladini, Napoleon of \Vest 
Coast producers and distributor.s, ·was 
down from San Francisco a few days 
ago, remaining a day or two in Los An-
geles and dropping down to Terminal 
Island and the San Pedro Fish \Vharf. 
He stopped at T.C.F. headnuarters to 
say "Hello" and "Good-bye."- Between 
the two, however, he had an encouraging 
·word for this journal: "Say, .[ like your 
magazine-mighty glad you started -it-
looks good to me-reports from all on~r 
the coast almost as good as sitLii!R in at 
a meeting of the \Vhole gang. \,\lant all 
of our boys to get it.'.' 
?vir. Paladini launched a fine, new 
trawler December 15 \Vhich \Wilt into 
service 30 days later. '.l'his craft the An-
tillio Paladini, is queen of the' Oeet ni 
which he is proud, and \Vith goat! rea'so;L 
~rhe new boat. is 66H feet in length and 
JS powered w1th L15 h.p. Union Diesel 
engine. He has four vessels of this type. 
. The Paladini Company has been in ex-
rstencc for more than sixty years and 
Alex, Paladini, who is president, has been 
the active hear!, for twelve years. The 
company has branches at Oakland, IV[on-
terey, Sallta Cruz, Eureka, aside from 
the principal house in San Francisco. 
Between Pt. Reyes, Bodega, Ft. Dragg, 
Sheltered Cove, Eureka and Trinidad the 
Paladini. fleet of small boats numbers 
more th<ln one thousand. 
''The shad season with us is just com-
ing on," said Iv[r. Paladini. "There 
probably will be some little activity as 
early as March 1, but by March 15 we 
will be making shipments in small quan-
tities throughout the state. The abalone 
season opens 1<farch 15 with us and the 
salmon_ season ]v[ay 1, if the legislature 
hasn't changed it. Our salmon pack last 
year was only 50 per cent of that of 
1927, but we arc looking for better 
things this year. Fillet:=;? They're going 
over big. No doubt about it. We are 
distributors for N ordic-agrecd to take 
six cars this year. VVe have sold four 
already and haven't started to push-
good goods-bound to go." 
Asked what he thought about \,Y est 
Coast Fish \'Veek, Mr. Paladini said: 
"Good thing-I'm for it-should be an-
nual event-help it along all we can." 
GARDINER, OREGON 
T. H. Richmond 
Very quiet. \Vea ther has been exccp-
tionallv cold. No fish to speak of. Just 
a few- Steel heads. 
Chtre "\Voo!wint:.·I0-10 "\Vilshire Blvtl., I. .. os Angeles 
Harry Lyon3 .. 122 N. Rnnmarl Blvd., Lo~ An.lieles 
Willi~ l\1. Unum ... .J16 S. Spt"ing- St., L.tH Anp;t:le.o~ 
Willinm .M. Byrn(•, .. 280!11,~ N. Gri!lin Ave., L. A. 
Eleanor Millel· ... ·.,251 S. Onldand Ave., Pnsnden:L 
Harry F. Sewell, ........ 61() Terrace Pl., "\Vhittier 
,Terome V. Scnfield .......... ,., ... ,, ......... . 
........ :.!U S. Tempk•t.un St., Huntim;Lon Park 
1\TorJ:-nn [\eaton ... ,, .... -17 GOth St., Lnng- Bench 
Frn.nk 71-tcGinl"Y ....... ,120,\ A ]ton St., Wilmington 
Wi!lartl E. Badhum.l183 W. ilOth !:i"t., Lo3 Ange\e,; 
.Tames E:. StockwelL .•l!Hi \V. -Jist. Pl., Lo3 Angeles 
Frederick l\1. Roberts .... 141:J Centrul Ave., L. A, 
EmQry J, Arnold.,, ,817 S. Park View St., L. A. 
Edwnrd Craig ............ 111 W. Cednr St., JJrea 
Che~tt!r l\1. Kline .... ,,., ......... , .. San .Taeinto 
Myron D. Witter ... , ......... 2:\5 H St .. Brnwle~· 
William E. Harper ....... 3:117 lst St:., Snn Diego 
Crowe!! D, Eddy ...... 1132 20th St., National City 
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TWO NEW DEPARTMENTS 
TCF, -.,-vhich is short for The California Fisheries, ts 
adding two new departments-one for service and one 
for interest. These g-o hand in hand in t11e march 
toward success in any 'enterprise. It takes time to build 
up a good fisheries journal just as it takes time to build 
up all g-ood things. You have heard about Rome, of 
course, and sundry other instances, including- Los An-
geles and Boulder Dam. There are some things that 
~annat be wrought by magic or miracle. As David 
Harum -.,vonld say, you can't make a hvo-year-old colt 
in a minute. 
The new departments will be Old Time Tales, antl 
Classified Advertising section. In Old Time Tales 1.vil1 
be printed stories _of pioneering days of fishing along the 
Pacific Coast, and contributions will be appreciated, not 
only hy the editor, but by the journal's g-rowing army of 
readers, most of ·whom ·will find it delightful to be trans-
ported into the spirit of the past. And to the old-timers, 
as we of the \Nest know them, it is to live twice, when 
they can enjoy the recollections of former days with 
appreciative readers. \i\Tith the help of the fishermen of 
early clays this department ·will be made one of peculiar 
interest. 
The Classified Advertising Section is to give a service 
to all connected with the fish:ng industry who may have 
for sale anything from a fishook to a schooner . A line 
or two at a trifling cost will come to the eyes of prac-
tically everyone in the fishing industry on the coast and 
the article will be disposed of to someone who wants it. 
Also in the case of desiring tO buy or exchange the same 
unrivalled service will be available. 
\Vith each succeeding issue TCF will grow a little 
better in contents and give a little better service to 
readers and patrons. 
WE PIONEERED ICE 
BOAT CONSTRUCTION 
Play Safe, We Know How 
lee Boat Olympia, One of Our 
High Class Jobs 
EST. 1906 
THE CAMPBELL MACHINE CO. 
DAVID C. CAMPBELL-GEORGE E. CAMPBELL 
Marine Railway Service 
Marine and General 
Machinery Repair 
SAN DIEGO, 
CALIFORNIA 
C-O-TWO 
ELIMINATE 
FIRE MENACE 
Any Gasoli11e or Oil Fire 
Smothered in Five Seconds 
Ash any Boat Sltop, Insurance Agency 
or JVritc Yo~tr Nearest Dealer. 
The C .. Q .. Two Fire 
Equipment Co .. 
1226 So. San Pedro St. 
Los Angeles 
CLEM STOSE 
2nd and C Sts. 
San Diego 
ETS, HOKIN & GALVAN 
San Francisco and Wilmington 
FELLOWS AND STEWART 
Wilmington 
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Carbon 
Fire 
Dioxide a Phenomenal 
Extinguishing Agent 
By MAYNARD A. LASWELL 
Undoubtedly you will he surprised tu 
hear of a pure, harmless gas that will 
extinguish ar,y gasoLne or oil fire in a 
few seconds, without damage, rust, cor-
rosion, harm or injury to anythiug ·with 
which it may come in contact. This mar-
velous cxtingu"shing agent is none other 
than carbon dioxide gas, compressed in 
stcd cylicders into the liquid state, and 
should fire occur and the gas be dis-
charged, it expands from the Lqu:d to the 
gas at a temperature of 110 degrees Fahr-
cnhe:t below zero, instantly smothering 
and ircczing the fire. 
Not to Be Confused With Carbon 
Monoxide 
Carbon dioxide is not to be confused 
with carbon monoxide, the poisonous 
constituent of automobile exhaust gas 
which is something rightly feared. Car~ 
bon dioxide is harmless to life except as 
it may reduce the oxygen content of the 
air below that necessary for breathing. 
No harm or discomfort results from 
breathing an atmosphere of carbon diox-
ide concentration for a short period and 
it is possible to live in an atmosphc~e so 
reduced in oxygen content that a match 
will not burn. 
As a Fire Extinguisher 
As carbon dioxide is a product of com-
bustion it necessarily follows that it can-
not support and feed combustion. It has 
been used on shipboard for more than 
fifty years, though not generally. Con-
gress enacted legislation as far back as 
1873 permitting its use, and it was largely 
the experience thus gained that led to 
the development of the highly efficient 
equipment known as the C-O-Two svs-
~n. -
Recent developments have entirely 
overcome former difficulties. Its action as 
a fire extinguishing agent is that of both 
smothering the flames by displacing or 
diluting the air to a point where the oxy-
gen content is below that necessary to 
maintain combustion and by its cooling 
cJicct. 
'!'be C~O-Two Automatic system is 
t:leclric, and also manually operated 
and usually consists of• one or more 
;.;tee! cylinders of liquid carbon rJ:oxide 
under pressure, a discharge head attached 
to the cylinder to quickly release the gas, 
a heat actuated release for automatic op~ 
cration, a break-glass box for electric 
operation and a simple piping s.r::;tem to 
carry the gas to the fire. 
Successful Application 
Successful application docs not require 
an air tight or completely enclosed ·area 
or room, for the carbon dioxide supplied 
is sufficient to overcome any ordinary 
leakage and the pressure of the discharg-
ing: gas prevents fresh oxygen from ell-
tering the room. A great advantage is 
the speed of the extinguishing agent. 
Carbon dioxide stored in cylinder under 
high pressure when released expands al-
most instantly to from 400 to 500 times 
its original volume. 
~[any tests and demonstrations have 
been cOnducted with the C-O-Two auto-
matic system. Last year in Los Angeles 
a test was conducted in a building repre-
senting a film cutting room. Some 10,000 
feet of loose film, \vhich is highly in-
flammable, was placed on the floor, in 
addition to many rolls of film placed on 
a wood table and on wood film racks 
around the side walls. The fire was al-
lowed to burn until automatic release op-
erated the equipment discharging the ex-
tinguishing agent. It required seven sec-
onds for automatic operation and the fire 
was completely extinguished in five sec-
onds-almost instantly-a total of twelv~ 
second for the entire demonstration. 
Part of Ship Equipment 
The C-O-Two svstem is a nationalh· 
known product ami in Southern Ca!ifof-
nia such large organizations as the 
Southern California Edison Co., the Los 
C~0-2 Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguisher in Action 
Augelcs Gas & Electric Co., Fnitecl 
Studios, l\letropnlitan Studios, Hotel 
Agua Caliente Co., allll over 400 yachts-
men have installed this equipment. 
l\Ianv installations have hec11 made on 
Southe~n California fish boats, and ·within 
the past (i\) days l\VO !ires have been in-
stantly smothered without damage to the 
vessel-one on the Santa Theresa and 
the other on Capt. John Silva's nc\Y boat, 
that were C.-0.-Two protected, :omd as a 
result a voluntary reduction in the rate 
of insurance has been granted on all fish 
boats that are C-0-Two protected. This 
means that hv installing this equipment 
it will soon J)ay for itsClf and is a good 
investment for the fishermen, as this sav-
ing continues as long as the boat is op-
erated, 
HOVD-EN PIPE LINE UNDER-
GOING REPAIRS 
After doing yocman service for K. 
Hovden for the past two years the suc-
tion pump that takes sardines from the 
purse-seiners and conducts them into the 
cannery at 1'1ontcrey is no·w undergoing 
repairs. :\Teanwhile the Del 1.far can-
nery, equipped with a similar pump, is 
unloading the 'purse-seine boats for Hov-
den. 
The pumping system at the Hovden 
plant is an expcnsiye affair. The task 
of laying the pipe line into deep water 
several hundred feet from the cannery 
along the bottom of the bay was a costly 
engineeri11g feat in itself. The balance of 
the equipment, including a pump that 
suck the fish from the intake into the 
cannery in tremendous quantities, repre-
sents an investment of many thousand 
dollar:,>, 
The enormous pressure to \vhich the 
pipe lim! is subjected in handling the fish 
has not been without its bad effects. 
Hence the repairs. ily the time this arti-
cle appears in print there is little doubt 
that the line will have been operating for 
a number of days. 
i\l.t~anwhilt~ it has been stated that the 
Hovden cannen• will install a new suc-
tion pumping lii1e this summer. 
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Pioneer House Will Establish 
Branches In Japan 
The Pacific Coast Fish Company, the 
oldest of the Japanese fish companies in 
San "Pedro, is arranging to open branches 
in Tokyo and Yokohama, ·which they ex-
G. S, Nakahara of the Pacific Coast Fish Co. 
pect to have in operation in a verv short 
time. -
The Pacific Coast Fish Company is a 
and W. 1L Kondo, and has been in busi-
ness for tnore than 20 years. Not only 
is it the first Japanese whulesalc fish 
partnership composed of G. S. Nakahara 
kno1vn it is the oldest in the state. 1fr. 
Kondo is in di~ect charge and manage-
ment of the bustncss, Mr. Nakahara being 
engaged in the ship chandlery business 
under the title of Nakahara & Co. 
"There were onlv three firms on the 
company in San Pedro, but so far as 
wharf when our company started," said 
Mr. Kondo to The California Fisheries in 
reply to inquiry. "They were the San 
Pedro Fish Company, Zankich Eros. and 
the American Union. \Ve did not have 
the conveniences that \VC now have. 
Just a shack for a shipping room and 
transportation was not the rapid transit 
W. M. Kondo, Manager of the Pacific Coast 
Fish Company 
• Shipping Room of the Pacific Coast Fish Company 
of today. We had plenty of handicaps 
and were not 1vithout hardships. Profits 
were not anything to jubilate over, hut 
we kept plugging away the best we knew 
how hoping for better days, and they 
have been coming right along. Our motto 
has always been 'Honesty is the best 
policy,' and we have found it a winner" 
Both members of the firm enjoy a high 
standing throughout the state and the 
Pacific Coast Fish Company is solid and 
reliable in the highest degree. They sup-
ply many of the large Japanese govern-
ment boats and line steamers. This com-
pany has a very extensive Japanese trade 
but also an important American patron-
age. Mr. Kondo, who has been general 
manager for ten years, is devoting efforts 
to increa::.ing their Hawaiian business as 
well as that in Japan. They employ 
seven men in the shipping room and their 
field of distribution in the country. ex-
tends pretty 1vel1 over the entire west 
having built up a very good trade. ' 
Proposed Amendment to the Ta 
Law Relating to Fish Now · 
Before Congress 
A BILL 
To Increase Tariff Duties on Certain 
Salted and Dried Fish 
Be it enacted by the Senate and the 
House of Representatives of the Unit-
ed States of America in Congress as-
sembled, that paragraph 718 of the Tar-
iff Act of 1922 be, and the same is 
herehv, amended to read as follows: 
"Pir. 718. Salmon, pickled, salted, 
smoked, kippered or othenvise pre-
pared or preserved 25 per centum ad 
valorem; fin nan haddie, 25 per centum 
ad valorem; stock-fish, 4 cents per 
pound; dried fish, salted and unsalted, 
2Jh. cents per pound; smoked herring, 
skinned or boned, 2¥.! cents per 
pound; all other fish, skinned or boned, 
in bulk, or in immediate containers, 
weighing with their contents more than 
fifteen pounds each 2% cents per 
pound net weight." 
THE 
AMERICAN 
FISHERIES • 
COMPANY 
Complete wholesalers 
and distributors of 
Western Sea Foods 
The best by test 
In business to satisfy your 
every fresh fish requirement 
Municipal Fish Wharf 
San Pedro, California J 
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A Strongly Established House 
of Japanese Shippers 
The Central Fish Company, of San 
Pedro, of which Y. Kamiya has been 
manager for the past fifteen years, is 
among the pioneer Japanese dealers and 
distributors. Interested with him in the 
business arc N. Toyama and Y. Uyeda. 
Y. Kamiya of the Central Fish Company 
They also conduct two markets in Los 
Angeles, one in the Grand Central :rvfarket 
at 4th and 13road·way and one on East 1st 
Street. These markets ·were established 
about 20 years ago and before opening the 
Central Fish Company in San Pedro. 
The Central Fish Company is >Yell 
financed, has ample operating caPital and 
enjoys a high business standing. They 
have seven meu in their shipping room 
and their territory of distribution extends 
as far East as Chicago. \Vhile the tllajor 
part of their trade is ] apanese they also 
have a good line of An;erican accounts. 
Messrs. Toyama and Uyeda devote their 
time to the Los Angeles markets while 
l\lr. Kamiya is in management of the San 
Pedro house. 
Reliability and square-dealing is an 
outstanding characteristic of this com-
pany and is One of the factors that has 
brought them success. Starting when the 
industry was in its swaddling clothes, all 
was not smooth sailing. The concern 
passed through the vicissitudes of pioneer 
days their attendant hardships and dis-
couragements-with flying colors and is 
now sailing in smooth waters. Conserva-
tism has been the guiding star of the Cen-
tral Fish Company but the stars of En-
terprise and Progress arc kept in line 
marking a clear and straight course. 
Fair and just in all its dealings this 
company has built up .an enviable repu-
tation. 
MARSHFIELD, OREGON 
Chas. Feller 
Steelhead fishing is very nearly over 
for the season. There are practically no 
steelheads available now. Off-shore fish-
ing has been fairly good during the past 
week. Our own landings total about 
20,000 Ibs. for the past seven days. Her-
ring arc still scarce due to cold weather. 
Perch is in moderate supply, cold weath-
er holding up operations to some extent. 
Fresh halibut shouJd be coming in about 
February 20. 
-----
THE GREAT THINGS 
The greatest trouble-maker in the 
world is talking too much. 
Central Fish Co. Shipping Rooms 
A TID-BIT FROM THE SEA 
WHICH IS DEVELOPING 
A LARGE DEMAND 
From the smallest beginnings are de-
veloped the world's greatest commercial 
enterprises and from trival commence-
ment products appealing to the human 
appetite may develop into world-wide de-
mand. 
Up in the little town of Gardiner, in the 
Coos Bay district of Oregon, along about 
1917 a man named U. L. Briggs started 
something. The finish may run to judge-
ment day, but the immediate future looms 
large with commercial importance. 
Something Everybody Liked 
Briggs prepared something he called 
"Jerked Salmon." He liked it himself: 
his family liked it and his neighbors liked 
it. He built a little jerk house and jerked 
Salmon for ,vhoever wanted it. A jerk-
vmter train rattled out and back from the 
main line daily and this soon developed 
into a dependable n1arket for a certain 
qu~.ntity. \Vhen people reached Gardiner 
they were usually hungry and easily in-
duced to try something they had never 
heard of. They also liked Jerked Salmon 
and on the return trip bought more and 
paid in advance for shipments by mail. 
The demand extended to surrounding 
towns and taxed the capacity of the little 
jerk house, so in 1922, a son, A. B. Briggs, 
joined the production force to supply the 
demand which still. grew apace. In 192'4 
U. L. Briggs passed on leaving the little 
business to the son, who carried on very 
much as before. 'Equipment was .inade-
quate to turn out the product fast enough 
to keep up with orders. A. B. Briggs was 
a man not torn by ambition, and capital 
was not easily lured into the tall timber 
districts of Oregon on experiments with 
jerked fish. So he sold enough to make a 
living and let the worries of big business 
glide by with winter rains and summer 
winds. 
New Company Takes Hold 
Then in 1928, Briggs disposed of the 
business to the Richmond- Brothers whO 
under the name of the Umpqua Fish, 
Storage and Supply Company have under.:. 
taken to conduct the business on a larger 
scale. A new plant has been erected, im~ 
provemen ts made in methods and in 
equipment, sales promotion introduced 
and advance made all along the line so 
that now the plant can take care of the 
very good demand that is flowing in. The 
process of jerking is under the superin-
tendence of 1L R. Reavis, who has also 
developed_ improvements so that the pro-
duct may be said to have been brought to 
a high standard of perfection. 
Only Select Fish Used 
"Only the very choicest of Salmon is 
used for this product," says Thos. H. 
Richmand, manager of the company. 
"'!'he fish must have the color, and is 
therefore is taken from the ocean and 
not from up-river in the fresh water. VVe 
use no chemicals or artificial coloring of 
any kind-just pure salt and sugar and 
the smoke from green alder and maple 
wood. In the process of jerking the fish 
arc cooked and smoked at the same time, 
not smoked raw, as in some other pro-
cesses of preparing fish. VVhen it comes 
from the jerk house it is ready for the 
table. \Ve call it the Sea Food Supreme, 
and I bdicve you will do the same." 
J erkcd Salmon is one of the most de-
licious products that comes from the sea 
and when the public makes its acquain-
tance there will be further developments 
in the jerk houses at Gardiner. 
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WHY CHAIN STORES DON'T SELL FISH 
There may he some semi-valid reason, not apparent at 
first glance, for the drng- stores and department stores 
not selling fish althottg;h they sell about everything else 
except baled hay and barbwire, but wi1en the chain 
groceries stand aloof with nasal appendage thrust into 
the a~r at an elevation of 45 or 54 degrees it becomes 
intf'rcsting- to find the reason whv. 
The Fishing Gazette, of Nev.r -Yorl\:, one of the best 
publications in the country devoted to the industry, has 
been investigating the causes that keep the chain stores 
out, to a very large extent, and it finds that the two 
great drawba<"'ks are lark of proper farilitics and small 
turnover yielding insuf-ficient profit. This was the ver-
dict arrived at from sending out three hundred question-
naires to leading chain groceries in all parts of the 
country. · 
The first reason is no reason at all since equipment is 
necessary for operating- business of any kind and the 
man who wants to handle fish will find no difficulty in 
locating- equioment. The second reason devolves rlpon 
the first. If they had equipment they might deYelop 
a profitable turnover. 
One of the most -interesting replies received to the 
questionnaire sent out by the Gazette lvas from the 
gene··al manager of a chain of over 14D stores, included 
in which is more than forty meat markets, right here in 
the state of California, and it should interest every pro-
ducer and distributor of fresh fish and set him to think-
ing of remedies and how they may be applied; of abuses 
and how they may be eliminated. Here is the letter as 
published by the Gazette: 
"\;ve do not handle any kind of fresh or frozen fish in 
our grocery stores, but we do handle a small quantity 
of fresh fish the vear around in our meat markets. There 
is very little, if dny, fresh fish individually packed in the 
Southern California markets. Over a period of time, 
the fish we handle most is barracuda, fillet of sole, and 
halibut. Very little salt fish of any kind is sold and 
practicaliy no pickled fish in brine. The sale of smoked 
fish is Yery limited as is also the sale of fish specialties. 
"In the first place, there is a separate tax by the State 
of California upon each and every meat market who 
handles fish. In the second. place, the price ·which those 
handling fish have to pay per pound forces a price to the 
consumer w·hich is quite high. This has been the con-
dition maintaining for a good many years in the past. 
Some people say that fish distributors in associations to-
gether with the state officials make the prices. \~T e do 
know that there are fish distributor associations and we 
do know that prices are agreed upon. We also know 
what the fish is worth when it is landed at the water-
front, and we know there is a tremendous difference be-
tween that point and the time it is laid on the scales in 
the individual meat markets. 
"Fresh meats arc Yery high and it would under ordi-
nary circumstances be a wonderful opportunity for the 
fish business, but no sooner does this high price of meat 
make itself felt than the fish dealers immediately take 
advantage of the situation and up goes· the price of fish. 
Consequently, for a long time there has been a limited 
demand for fresh fish. The average one of our 42 meat 
markets handles fish throughout the week, bur\-ery few 
of them sell much until Friday or Saturdav. 
"\Ve ha\'C always felt that ~ve lost mon~y in the sale 
of fresh f1sh. The turnoyer is small; the quality is not 
standardized, and our fish sales are not increasing, the 
reason for \\·hich is as above outlined. 
"Chains which are situated in Southern California, in 
our judgment, could be of wonderful service to the con-
sumer in the matter o£ fish if we only had the proper 
connections. but when you have to charge .)Sc and 45c 
and SSe a pound for fresh fish, it simpl~r does not go 
over. 
"\Ve would indeed be interested in learning more 
about the proposition of putting up whole fish and fillets 
both fresh and frozen, in attractive, easily handled pack-
ages." 
'l'hc chain store manager states the lacts regarding 
the retail prices of fish but he does not give reasons why 
it is so, and suggests no remedy. The dealers having 
no organization can hardly be charged with being re-
sponsible. The State Fish Exchange undertook to fix 
the price a couple of years ago and fell down hard. 
The cliHiculty lies in unstable markets which are oc-
casioned by conditions. The supply comes in spas~ 
motically and the price follows suit. The action is too 
fast for the retail market to follow with the result it 
holds a high level. \Vholesale dealers are now, and for 
the past five years have been handling fish on a two-cent 
margin. No one who knows the business will say that 
it is too much. 
There is, however, a slack which inay be taken up 
through .some co-operative arrangement which will 
bring about a more steady supply and thus stabilize the 
market. Some system that will guard against gluts oi 
over supply as well as the rocketing of prices attendant 
on uridersupply. '.rhere are a number of economies 
which may be brought about through associated opera-
tion \Vhich carried through to the retailers will give a 
better quality of product to the consumer at a reason-
able price and still leave a living profit to all branches 
of the business. The chain stores themselves can do 
much toward bringing about such desirable conditions 
by taking an actiYc interest. 
FRESH FROM THE SOUTH SEA 
By J. R. K. 
It surely is time some one was saying something in 
behalf of the California Tuna, lest our neighbors on the 
north (Oregon, \Vashington and Alaska) reap all the 
harvest. Our Tuna is a high grade of fish, quite as nluch 
so as the much touted pink salmon. It is just as tender 
and juicy and has even a better flavor according to the 
taste of some people. So far as its being handled in a 
sanitary manner we invite the world to come and see 
for itself. True, it is put into the can by hand, but up 
to date no other way has been found whereby it can be 
handled as easily and economically as is being done at 
the present time. This delicious seafood is steam-cooked 
and is placed in vacuum sealed cans so that none of the 
richness and the natunil flavor may escape. As for the 
'.!'una having any iodine content we can-'t vouch, but 
the Tuna likes to catch its feed alive and does not live 
on kelp and sea weeds. It is recommended very highly 
as a food for children and grown-up·s, and don't forget 
that the people 1vho eat plenty of 'runa (either canned 
or fresh) are very seldom troubled with goiter. It 
seems only fitting at this time to say that the Tuna 
l.Jackers of Southern California should looK after their 
laurels and try and l~ecp that wonclerfud food fish, the 
Tuna, right before the eyes of the people, of not only the 
United States but of the whole world. 
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CO-OPERATION SPELLS SUCCESS 
Co-operation has become a la\v of life-business life-
political life-social life. 
[tis only a few years ago since men in nearly all lines 
0 [ husiness fought their competitors tooth and nail. The 
competitor was a skunk to be licked, by fair means, if 
possible, but licked. The policy led to trade wars that 
were expensi\'C and practices that were ruinous. This 
brought ahout rcHcction on \Vhat is most important in 
human interest. 
The contentions of statesmen and politicians, the 
dclvings of scientists and the theories of educators are 
important, yet only incidental to the great daily adven-
ture of making a living. On the less ossified minds it 
has dawned that there is virtue in the policy of Live and 
Let Live. 
As far back as the peering minds of historiographers 
have been able to pierce the misty past, the world has 
been organized on a basis of industry. In other ·words, 
work has been the price of existence and it so continues. 
\iVith the advance of civilization complexities have 
been developed forming an interdependence which no 
man can escape, no matter \Vhat his station or the 
character of his activity, and it has come to be fairly 
well understood that no wheel in the great machine 
of industry can be injure(l without interfering with the 
operation of the whole. That there are mutual interests 
to be fostered and protected. That "knocking" and un-
fair and unbusiness like practices carry a boomerang 
that rebounds and injures the knocker as well as the 
knockee. The law of compensation is always on the job. 
The man who travels the road to business success this 
day fights early and late for business but fights fairly 
and he stands shoulder to shoulder 'vith his competitor 
in protecting mutual interests and advantages. As a 
matter of fact your competitor is to a certain extent your 
partner. Treat him as you would like him to treat you. 
FILLETS WILL FIND FAVOR 
Fillets of fish are more than just choice parts free 
from bone, though they carry a strong appeal to the 
consumer for that simple reason. The weight and food 
value are net and they are convenient. This point of 
convenience is one that will register with the housewife 
as well as the hotel and cafe chef. Fillets will rapidly 
develop popularity and the demand will grow apace. 
The wise packer is he who quickly establishes himself 
as a producer of this form of sea food for he will be on 
the high road of prosperity leading to prominence 
among those who will constitute the pioneers in the 
business, and honor and distinction attaches to pioneers 
for leading the way. 
In 1921, a Boston firm beg-an shipping !i.llets of !ish 
wrapped in parchment papEr anLl packed in ·wooden 
boxes holding about 20 pounds. In 1922, another Bos-
ton firm began packing parchment-wrapped fillets in tin 
containers packed in large wooden shipping cases sur-
rounded with icc. Out of this departure from usual 
practices the great industry has grown. By 1926 about 
40 firms were engaged iu the business, ·which utilized 
about 46,000,000 pounds of fresh and frozen fish in the 
round and produced about 18,300,000 pounds of pre-
pared products. In 1927 no less than 75,000,000 pounds 
of fresh fish were used in this trade. And this is only 
the beginning. 
This is a most significant development, which may 
revolutionize the distributing end of the industry. Fish 
in convenient packages that overcome objections here-
tofore presented by housewife, retail store and public 
eating places, is certain to find fa\:or. Fish in such a 
package reduces transportation costs to a minimum 
and concentrates the waste at the point of production, 
where it can be utilized economically. It opens the way 
to direct adYertising of individual products, permitting 
the use of trade-marked wrappers, cartons, containers, 
and shipping cases, which may carry printed trade 
names as well as the name and address of the producer. 
\i\Tith the further development of rapid freezing pro-
cesses, this innovation opens the markets of the world 
to fresh and frozen fish. 
The fillet business ball is rolling. How big it \Yill 
grow only the future can show. 
FISH ELECTRICITY 
\tVonders never cease and the miraculous comes to 
pass in the onward march of eyents as commonplace. 
The future may see power generated by fish drive elec-
tric boats in fishing operations. The electric fish is a 
variety found in the Amazon river, in South America. 
Canadian authorities have been experimenting with this 
discovery in the realm piscatorial and a newspaper dis-
patch from Toronto says initial tests which recently 
knocked a couple of men across the room showed a volt-
age discharge of 4,0 volts. Further tests ·showed a 
discharge of 15 volts. The tests were made by W. P. 
Dobson, chief of the 1-Iydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion's laboratories. Now if a lot of these fish could be 
"hooked up" as a multiple battery there is no telling 
how much po,ver might be de-veloped. lVIr. Edison should 
cultiYate the acquaintance of this phenomenon of the 
fish world. 
McCallum-Legaz Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers, Distributors, Wholesale Dealers 
FRESH 
FROZEN 
PICKLED 
SMOKED 
SALMON 
HALIBUT 
COD AND 
HERRING 
PACIFIC 
COAST 
SUPER QUALITY 
SEA FOOD 
Producers, Packers and Exporters 
Bri!ish Columbia and Puget Sound 
MILD CURED SALMON DRY SALTED SALMON 
SCOTCH CURED HERRING DRY SALTED HERRING 
Telephone ELiott 2929 SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
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Chas. Feller, Inc. 
Wholesale Fish Dealer 
MARSHFIELD, OREGON 
Umpqua Fish, Storage and 
Supply Company 
Exclusive Producers of 
BRIGGS JERKED FISH 
-SEAFOOD SUPREME-
Gardiner, Oregon 
Empire Cold Storage 
and Packing Company 
Mi:d Cured Salmon, Fresh Fish, Hard Salt 
Salmon, Halibut, Blaol< Cod and Herring 
Empire, Coos Bay, 
Oregon 
J. R. Burke Collier H. Buffington 
Gold Beach Packing Co. 
BANDON, OREGON 
Fresh, frozen, mild cured and canD.ed salmon 
Unexcelled Service 
COAST FISHERIES 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
Specializing in Salmon, Crabs and Crab Meat 
Shad and Shad Roe 
We Own and Operate Our Own Fleet of 
Fishing Boats 
WIRE US FOR PRICES 
-REEDSPORT, OREGON-
Sunset Fish Co. 
Producers and Distributors 
of Chinooks, Stee~heads, Silvers apd Bright 
Fails Salmon 
WHEELER, OREGON 
NEWPORT FISH COMPANY 
CRAD MEREDITH, Manager 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
Of Salmon, Halibut, Ling 
Cod and Snappers 
NEWPORT, OREGON 
H. W. KLEIN, Mgr. 
Nehalem Bay Fish Co. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
Chinooks, Steelheads, Silvers and Bright Fall 
Salmon 
WHEELER, OREGON 
OREGON FISH CO. 
Columbia River Smelts 
Als·o 
Wholesale Dealers and Shippers 
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Fish, Crabs, Clams, Oysters and 
Various Sea Foods 
! 
l 
Telephone Atwater 512 7 
143 Front Street Portland, Oregon 1 
J-:-H~REEVES-FISH BROKER 
Sales Agent for Firms from Seattle to S<~.n Diego 
:-:.,-c. Accounts Solicited 
Shipper of Salmon, Shad, Carp, Sudters, Etc. 
809 E. 76th St. N., Portland, Oregon 
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FLORENCE SEES NECESSITY 
FOR FISH DEALERS' 
ORGANIZATION 
Mr. Bryce B. Florence, of the Hct;r.y 
Dowden Co., San Francisco, was a vtsi-
tor to the San Pedro fish wharf a few 
clays ago and called at T.C.F. headquar-
ters with greetings and to express his ap-
preciation of the Journal. Questioned on 
what he thought of the possibility of 
forming an organization for the protec-
tion of the fishing interests, development 
'of markets, improvement in methods, 
etc., Mr. Florence said: 
"The large number of bills introduced 
in the present session of the legislature 
Bryce B. Florence with a Smile 
affecting commercial fisheries should con-
vince all persons engaged it is important 
and urgent that they organize themselves 
into a state-wide association for the pur-
pose of inutual. protection, at least, and 
as much more as possible. 
"The fish industry, as everyone knows, 
is one of the oldest of all vocations and 
is an honorable business.. I believe men 
that produce and distribute large quanti-
ties of food from the sea arc worthy of 
at least reasonable consideration. \Nhen 
an industrv reaches the size the fishing 
industry h<is, it is time they organize into 
an association for mutual benefit. Re-
cently I have had the opportunty of 
talking to a number of retailers in the 
industry and the opinion of all with 
whom I have talked was to the effect 
that a state-wide organization would be 
a great benefit. I belieVe that The Cali-
fornia Fisheries will furnish the founda-
tion for such an organization. Prior to 
the commencement of ths publication it 
was difficult, if not impossible, to com-
municate any idea to the various factors 
in the fish business without going to an 
expense that would make it practically 
prohibitive. It now appears we are get-
ting on a basis of better understanding. 
Let us hope that the retailers in the in-
dustry will have sufficient foresight to 
bind the entire commercial fisheres in-
dustry, both producers and distributors 
of fresh fish, into a state-wide organiza-
tion that will serve to protect the inter-
ests and to advance their prosperity." 
FELLER LINES UP WITH LENK 
Charles Feller writes from Marshfield, 
Oregon, as follows: 
"I am very pleased to note the many 
items of interest, and am very much in 
accord with 1-Ir. Lenk's attitude on 
promiscuous shipments to California 
from the North. We all know that there 
are certain dealers who, at times, delib-
erately ruin the markets in California in 
order to make buyers in the North cut 
their prices to . the fishermen. They 
reckon that they themselves may thereby 
profit finally by getting cheaper fish and 
more of them, due to the stagnation of 
fresh fish markets caused by dumping 
several tons at a low price. 
"It is gratifying to read of the success 
of Mr. Isenberg, one of our very valued 
customers. He has a right to his suc-
cess, seeing he always buys the best of 
fish at all times." 
OREGON SHIPPERS 
REEDSPORT, OREGON 
Clyde Chase 
The Steelhcad Salmon fishing is prac-
tically over in our locality for this sea-
son, after enjoying one of the heaviest 
runs of stcelheads in many years. The 
season for Spring Chinook Salmon will 
be on in the Umpqua River from 1viarch 
1st until April 20th. These Chinook are 
large, fat Salmon, very deep-red meated, 
and are an exceptionally fancy fish. Al-
though the price is high on them they are 
worth it. The most essential point in my 
mind in the handling of fresh fish is to 
get them to the consumer in the quick-
est possible time. Clean, ice and pack 
them as quickly as possible after they are 
caught and always keep the boxes fiat in 
shipping. A box of fish stood on end 
causes the ice to go to one end and leave 
the fish in the other end without ice and 
also causes the meat to mush out and 
make an inferior quality. The express 
companies in Oregon are very strict in 
this and do not allow their agents to 
stand boxes of fish on end. I have no-
ticed that this rule is not carried out in 
California by the express companies and 
most of the boxes at the terminals are 
stood on end from the time they arrive 
until delivered. I believe it would be well 
wort while for the dealers down there to 
protest this condition. Vile all know 
the express companies are well paid for 
their services and I believe if this is 
brought to the notice of the dealers they 
will see it is remedied and all concerned 
will be greatly benefited and a better 
quality of fish delivered to the consumer. 
Our plant, which was completely con-
sumed by a disastrous fire a year ago, 
has been rebuilt to a larger and better 
plant than before. Our new plant is 
equipped with two fifteen-ton Harris Ice 
machines with ice tanks having a capac-
ity of 50,000 pounds, and cold rooms with 
a capacity of 300 tons. 
It is certainly gratifying to see your 
publication boom ahead. You are get-
ting out a publication that reflects great 
credit to the industry and fills a long-
needed want. 
Vv~e own and operate a fleet of fifty 
powered fishing boats equipped to troll, 
gill-net and crab, which gives us a very 
complete organization and a supply of 
fish whenever available. 
TINT'S FISH MARKET c. A. SAUBERT COMPANY 
WHOLESALE FRESH AND COLD STORAGE FISH Wholesale Distributors of 
Columbia River Salmon, Carp, Sudcers and Smelts 
Also all kinds of Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Pickled Fish, 
Oysters, Clams, Crabs, etc. 
ROYAL CHINOOKS AND SUILAW SILVERS 
CUSHMAN, OREGON 
Telephone Atwater 3511 
206 Yamhill Street Portland, Oregon Steve Duemovich, Owner and Manager WESTERN FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Distributors 
Columbia Rivllr Salmon and other Marine Products 
SPECIALIZING IN CRABS AND CRAB MEAT 
J. E. Lawrence & Co. 
Branches: Bay Cllnter, \Vash., Walport, Oregon 
124-126 First Street Portland, Oregon 
MERCHANDISE BROKERS Telephone Broadway 3690 J. F. Meehan, Manager PORTLAND FISH COMPANY 
General Sea Foods and Fish Products SALMON AND HALIBUT-Also Fresh, Smoked, Pickled 
242 Salmon Street Portland, Oregon 
Fish and Oysters 
All Orders Filled at the Lowest Market Price 
34 Front Street Portland, Oregon 
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WASHINGTON SHIPPERS 'I II; j, 
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-
E. ]. Whitman, Prt:sidcnt Est. 1892 
HAINES OYSTER co. 
Largest shippers of shellfish on the Pacific Coast 
Pugel Sound ScnJlops, Shrimpmeat. Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, 
Rock Point Oysters, Deep Sen Crabs, Clnms and all other shellfish. 
-QUALITY ALWAYS-
Telephone Main 6800 
Pier No. 12 Seattle, Washington 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked, Kippered and Canned 
Fish, Oysters, Crabs and Clams 
Telephone Main 3181-3182 
Office and Plant, Pier No. 12, foot 'of Wall Street 
Seattle, Washington 
"If It Swims, We Have It" 
Palace Fish and Oyster Co. 
WHOLESALE DEALERS 
Fresh and Frozen Halibut and Salmon and all other 
Fresh Fish in Season 
Also Crabs, Clams, Oysters and Shrimps 
819 Railroad Ave. Seattle, Washington 
WHEN YOU ARE IN DOUBT 
Get in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
FRESH. SALT AND SMOKED FISH 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
Estub!i~hcd 1.893 
Wnshingh:m Stnte Henlth 
Ccrlilh:nte No. 3 
J. J. BRENNER OYSTER CO. 
Growers and \Vholesale Shippers of the 
FAMOUS FRESH OLYMPIA OYSTERS 
AND CLAMS 
502 Fourth Ave. West Olympia, Washington 
OLSEN FISH AND 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
Producers and Distributors 
FRESH, FROZEN, SALT AND 
SMOKED FISH 
No Order Too Small or Too LargeFor Personal Attention 
Pier No. 12, Seattle, Washington 
-
-o)' 
' Fishi~;l San Juan 
& Packing Co., Inc. 
WHOLESALE DEALERS, PACKERS AND SHIPPERS OF 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked 
and Canned Fish 
ALSO: Fresh prime chilled Salmon and Halibut 
Steaks wrapped in parchment paper bearing San 
Juan trade mark and packed in small, convenient 
size fiber packages. 
-BRANCHES-
Seward, Alaska R Port Lawrence, Alaska - Ketchikan, 
Alaska . Uganik Bay, Alaska . Port San Juan, 
Alaska . Tutka Bay, Alaslca . Pacific Fisheries Co., 
LTD., Prince Rupert, B. c. 
FOOT OF STACY ST. 
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 
John Hannula Jr. Fish Company 
Producers and DistributorS Throughout the Year of 
Salmon, Steelheads, Chinooks and Silvers 
NO CLOSED SEASON 
Telephone 530 
Foot of D Street Aberdeen, Washintf{:on 
TACOMA FISH AND PACKING COMPANY 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS 
OF FRESH, FROZEN AND SMOKED FISH 
1107 
Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
Dock Street Telephone Main 1061 Tacoma, Washington 
I~ ~k M. J ,.,. Manager 
venlmsen Packing Co., Inc. 
Packers and Exporters 
Also \Vholesale Shippers ·of 
F rsh and Frozen Salmon, Halibut and many varieties 
of Sea Foods-also mild cured Salmon 
HEAD OFFICE: ALTOONA, WASHINGTON 
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Whoopee From the Fish Wharfs li;! 
HERRING REDUCTION 
(Latest Method) 
The latest system in reduction is known 
as the Herring system. It reduces the 
herring, but that is not the main idea. It 
is reaLy a physical culture method of re-
ducing the \veight of society women, and 
originated with a fisher maiden of 250 
pounds net weight living in or near Port-
land. As it is said to be a sure-shot rem 
edy for over--weight, its popularity is 
growing by leaps and bounds-particu-
larly by bounds. It consists of eating a 
dried and smoked herring while walking 
a long telegraph pole hid horizontally on 
saw horses. To accomplish the feat with 
ultra fashionable spike or Spanish heels 
is said to take off several pounds each 
trip, principally about the hips. The 
State Fish and Game Commission has as 
vet filed no intention of interference \Vith 
i.his system of herring reduction. 
HOW DOES A FISH SWIM? 
How does a fish swim? Of course you 
know all about it, nevertheless it may 
still be a moot question. 
Ever since man first saw a fish sail 
through the water it has been accepted 
as a matter-of-course that the equipment 
of fins and tail were means and for the 
particular purpose of propulsion. Now 
comes a German scientist with the aston-
ishina announcement that the appendages afore~cntioned are merely for steering 
purposes, and that the fish actually pro-
pels itself with its g:lls. Now what have 
the Solomons of the fishing industry to 
say about that? It sometimes takes the 
human mind a long (me to learn a little 
thing, and then it takes almost as long 
to convince the unbelieving. 
How many believe it? 
GOING RIGHT ALONG! 
I have been a constant reader of your 
magazine ever since. your first numbe!·· 
and wish to take this means of complt-
menting you on the fine news value of 
same. It surely is a great pleasure for 
me to enclose herewith mv check for 
~2 95 representing one yeai-'s subscrip-
tion.' May the good ·work go on. Sin-
cerely, Jerome Allison. 
Thanks, ''Mr. Allison; \VC arc proud of 
you and hope to merit continual support. 
THREE BOWS TO LEWIS 
Pardon me for not sending my subscrip-
tion sooner, but I have been very busy. 
Please permit me to say your journal is 
·worth three times the subscription price. 
-Chas. Lewis. 
JUST CAN'T KEEP FROM 
GROWING! 
Harry G. Olson, of the Pacific Crab 
Company, of Tokeland, \iVashington, 
sends a word of encouragement as fol-
lows: 
"We like your magazine very much and 
will take great pleasure in watching it 
gro\v." 
By COUNT VON WHIFFLETREE 
ATTENTION MR. MAN 
IN THE FISH 
BUSINESS 
Now is the time for you to get 
busy with your state senalor and 
assemblyman and tell him what you 
want. \iVrite them letters-or bet-
ter still-telegraph telling them 
what you want in plain terms. If 
you have influential friends enlist 
their supoprt. 
On another page in this number 
will be found the names and home 
address of the Senators and As-
semblymen. They may also be 
reached at the House or Senate 
Chamber, Capital Building, Sacra-
mento, California. 
Do your part, and now is the 
time to do it. 
Mutual Fish Company's Shipping Gang Listening 
to a Funny Sotry 
A VERY FUNNY STORY 
Somebody, somewhere, sometime made 
the remark tiHtt the I apanesc arc lacking 
in humor-that they don't see a joke and 
are seldom seen to smile, being always 
as sober of countenance as an undertaker 
at a wedding. This, however, is not the 
case, in evidence of ·which is hernvith 
offered a snap-shot of the japanese ship-
ping gang of the Mutual Fish Co. listen-
in,g: to a funny story by M.~ S. Yoshida. 
\V 1t may be a thing of pure imagination 
but humor involves sentiment and c!Jar-
acter. It is a saying by one of the 'an-
cient sages that humor is the only test 
of gravity, and gravity of humor; for a 
subject that will~ not bear poking fun at 
may be regarded ·with suspicion, and the 
jest that ·will not bear serious considera-
tion does not ring true to it. All nation-
alities on the wharf, including the Japa-
nese, have their lighter moments and en-
joy them. 
WEST COAST FISH WEEK 
\i\fe have quite a few new developments 
for West Coast Fish \Neck. Space does 
not permit publishing in this issue. How-
ever, our next number, March 12, will be 
chuck full of developments. 
NEW DIVORCE CURE 
Not all fishermen are dumb Dominicks. 
Here comes one with an insp:ration-
positivcly a world-moving idea. It is a 
prescription for a cure of the divorce 
habit, which he affirms is the result of 
an unbalanced ration-too much beef and 
white bread-too much acidity in the sys-
tem. A proper ration-that is the fun-
damental of the cure. More sea food-
more fish and oysters, particularly the 
oysters-that's ·what the doctor orders. 
More lime and more phosphorous to 
sweeten the disposition, drive out discord 
and make life one continuous round of 
conjugal bliss. Tell it to the movies. 
FISHERMEN'S MATRIMONIAL 
MARKET 
The matrimonial division of this de-
partment of \iVhoopee ts operated on the 
principle that there is just a:; good fish 
in the sea as ever was hooked, snared or 
chased out on the shore. ·Letters are 
still coming in inquiring about Mr. Ghio, 
the bashful secretary of the Fishermen's-
Protective Association at San Diego. Of· 
course he feels it his duty to protect his 
membership against designing females 
unless he knows what the designs are. 
1v1ost of the letters are from the lovelorn 
who arc tired of the lonely life and will 
give warm -..velcome to a strong. healthy 
fisherman, so it looks as though 1-fr. Gh:o 
ma:v do very well for his members. 
Here are some samples of the sugared 
missives received: 
"Gentlemen: I am a very nice girl about 
Gentlemen: I am a very nice girl about 
43 years of age. Always I have wanted 
a "fish daddy," so hand this letter to a 
real fisherman.-Etta V. Supe." 
Dear Etta: Sorry there are no honest 
fishermen left-how about the other 
kind? 
"Gentlemen: I have been trying to get 
married £or 14 years. Last year I came 
ncar marrying a mackerel fisherman at 
San Pedro, but for some reason or other 
he forgot to bait his hooks and just be-
fore we were to marry he thought about 
them-\vell, you ought to have seen him 
run for his boat. This was the last time 
I saw him. VVhat can you do for me?-
Lucy VVaters." 
Dear Lucy: Suggest you try Nick Po-
bor, owner of San Pedro Grocery & Sup-
ply Company, as your experience with 
fishermen does not justify your thoughts 
in that direction. 
"Gentlemen: I will certainly feel thank-
ful if you ·will locate a sweet, handsome 
young fisherman for me. I am really 
young and live at home almost alone. My 
address you will keep a secret until 
you date me up.-1{able Long." 
Dear Mable: Will come up early next 
week and get the address. 
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MEREDITH FISH COMPANY 
Wholesalers of Sacramento River Salmon, 
Catfish, Striped Bass and Shad 
LARGEST SHIPPERS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
P. 0. Box No. 954 Tel. Main 545 
116 Eye Street, Sacramento, California 
New Capital Fish Co. 
Wholesale Dealers ;n 
FRESH FISH 
QUOTE US ON YOUR FISH 
Phone Main 695 
1117 Third Street Sacramento, Calif. 
T dl'phom: ]\Jain 4 7 5- l~ST. 1880 
TONG SUNG COMPANY 
Commission Mcrch<:nts und oldest Fish Shippers in 
Northern CLlliforna 
Branch! Reno, Nevada , , 91 6 Third St., Sacramento, Cal. 
STOCKTON 
. P. BUSALACCHI & BROS. 
WHOLESALE FISH J;lEALERS 
Also 
Producers and Shippel's of Catfish, 
Striped Bass and Salmon 
Standing Orders Solicited 
PHONE Stockton !032 -ar 4095 
29-31 E. Channel St. Stocltton, 
SAN LUllS OBISPO 
Shad, 
California 
Established 1918 Telephone 864 
SAN LUIS FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers of Fresh Fish and Shell Fish 
581 Dana Street P. 0. Box 305 San Luis Obispo, Calif. 
SANTA BARBARA 
Wire for Our Quotations Established 1870 
S. LARCO FISH COMPANY 
We ship everywhere--ali kinds of California Sea-foods. 
Special attention given to standing orders. 
SERVICE PAR·EXCELLENCE 
Specializing in Lobsters-Live and Cooked 
214 State Street Santa Barbara, California 
OCEANSIDE 
OCEANSIDE FISH MARKET 
Retail Fish Dealers 
1 04 Third Street Oceanside, Calif. 
I 
I 
I 
I. Takigawa, Pres., Mgr. Est. Since 1902 
P adfic Mutual Fish Co., Inc. 
Producers and Distributors of 
FRESH FISH 
SHIP ANYWHERE 
Write us regarding SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, SAR-
DINES and ANCHOVIES in brine or dry salted. 
Telephone 368-P.p. Box T 
Cable Address "Pac-Mutual" 
23-25-27 Municipal Wharf, Monterey, California 
. 
T. Hamaguchi, Proprietor 
Central California Fish Company 
Producers and Shippers of All Kinds of Fresh Fish 
Shippers: Quote us your fish-Standing orders solicited 
Telephone 196- P.O. Box No. 96 
. Municipal Wharf, Monterey, California 
SANTA MONICA 
PALACE FISH COMPANY 
P. L. HINES, Owner 
Shippers, quote us-on Halibut, Salmon, Striped Bass, Roe, 
Shad, Catfish, Shrimps and all kinds of Specialties 
Established since 1904 . 1421 3d St., Santa Moni~a, Calif. 
EST. 1920 JIM MA TTiiEWS, PROP. 
MATTHEWS FISH COMPANY 
Dealers in all kinds of fresh fish-Shippers quote us on specialties 
SANTA MONICA"!. CALIFORNIA 
NEWPORT BEACH 
I 
J. P. HORMAN FISH CO. 
WHOLESALING 
~o~l, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I _.Halibut, Rock Cod, Roclt .Baas, Maclterel, Jewfish and Smelts 
L!clephone 350-W -~· .- Newport Beach, Calif. i 
FRANK SUTTORA FISH CO. ·~ 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS - I 
I Hallbut, Rock Cod, Rode Bass, Macl{erel, Jewfish and Smelts IJ Telephones 269 or 134 ~ Newport Beach, C~lif. 
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BUREAU OF FISHERIES REC-
OMMENDS CLOSED SEASON 
FOR RAZOR CLAMS 
The Pacific razor-clam is found from 
C·difornia to the Bering Sea although it 
.,1;pcars in most ·abundance along the ~oast of \V"ashington from the Columbia 
Ri\'cr to Copalis Rocks, where according 
to a bureau report, over 38 miles of beach 
containing 2,080 acres, are worked by 
cnnnnercial diggers. 
Diggers begin work about one and one 
half hours before low tide on the edge 
oi the sur£ where the clams lie buried in 
dlC sand \Vith the 11l!Ck or siphon extended 
11 early to the surface hut covered with a 
JaYCf of sand to prevent detection. \Vhcn 
lh-e ground is jarred the neck is with-
c(rawn leaving a depression in the sand 
revealing the location of the clam. If the 
dam is further disturbed it retreats repid-
lv through the soft sand which makes it 
1;ecessary for clammers to work quickly. 
'l'hus the digger continues, extracting one 
clam at a time. During each of the past 
:.w years these beds have produced an 
uverage of over 35,000 cases of canned 
dam.s. This is equal to an average pro-
duction of almost 18 cases per acre or 
about 534 pounds of cleaned meats. In 
addition to the commercial catch it has 
been estimated that tourists and crab fish-
ermen who use clams for bait make large 
mroads upon the supply and according to 
o;ome their annual catch has equalled the 
~.:ommcrcial catch. 
[t is evident that a fishery of this nature 
has a tendency to :miTer from overfishin/!. 
Thus in the interests of conservation the 
Bureau of Fisheries made a survey of the 
\V<J.shington razor-clam beds to determine 
their present COildition. 
The report reveals the striking fact that 
the present catch is being maintained only 
by increasing the number of diggers and 
by taking younger or smaller sizes of 
dams. \Vhercas in 1923 only 1,002 dig-
gers were employed and the clams taken 
usually 6 or 7 yenrs of age, in 1928, 3,070 
Jiggers were employed and the average 
age of the clams taken \Vas about 4 years, 
with about 30 per cent of the catch being 
1-and-3-year-old clams which had not 
r;pawned. This condition clearly indicates 
ovcrfishing. To remedy this situation lvir. 
ATcMillcn, who made the investigation for 
the Bureau of Fisheries, has recommended 
that a bag limit he placed on unlicensed 
diggers and that beaches be closed entire-
ly from October 1 to 1\.farch 2. 
MARSHFIELD, OREGON 
Charles Feller 
In reporting on fishing conditions for 
Southwestern Oregon at this time, we 
arc almost as hard pressed as l'dr. Bow-
lus is at San Luis, :rvrr. Bowlus lives in 
<l sunny clime and he can get along \vith 
less food, whereas we have had very cold 
weather and east winds and need lots of 
fuel and plenty to cat. so probably it is 
just about an even break. Stcclhcad Sal-
mon is very scarce, indeed, with the ex-
ception of on some few rivers in the 
northern part of California and the ex-
treme southern part of this state. Deep 
sea fishing has not yet been very active 
but prospects. are good for fair produc-
tion after February 15th when the Halibut 
season opens. · Herring are beginning to 
enter Coos Bay and these are being fro-
zen and stored for I-blihut bait. Perch 
and large Smelt are available in moder-
ate supply. Striped Bass season opens 
April 15. Prices on fresh Steelhead Sal-
mon range about 30 cents. 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
J. H. Reeves 
There is verv little to report from our 
di:;trict just no\v, as we have been snowed 
under for the past two weeks. This has 
slowed up the entire Pacific Northwest. 
This winter weather has almost stopped 
production of fresh fish of all kinds. The 
report from the Columbia River is that 
there is floating icc below the mouth of 
the \Villamette. This will retard the an-
nual run of Columbia River Smelts, which 
is due about this time each year. There 
are a few dip 11et Smelts coming from 
lower reaches of the Colymbia, for which 
the fishermen are getting extreme prices, 
and for which they arc fully entitled, con-
:,idering they are caught in gill nets, and 
that each smelt is pulled out of the net 
hv hand in freezing weather. 
-Steel heads arc in demand, but catches 
arc very light only a nominal amount are 
heing caught, naturally extreme prices arc 
being oiTcred for the small supply. 
Holdings of frozen fish of all kinds are 
being cleaned up, and there will not be 
any carry-on~r this season to hold prices 
do\\'n next season on the frozen fish. 
The t:atch of ofT shore ground fish such 
as Ling and Red Snappei- has been very 
light the past two weeks, with prices a 
little abm·e normal. \Vith clearing ·weather 
the catch of this class of fish will no 
doubt increase with the next week, 
Lots of fish talk in Salem just now dur-
ing the present session of the State Legis-
lature, but to date very little has been 
done. However there is some prospect 
nf a few changes on the Columbia River. 
Sportsman have not been able to put 
thrnugh any laws so far, although they 
spent considerable money in trying to 
get Tillamook County cut out, making it 
a separate district controlled by the 
County Court. 
-,---=-
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 
E. F. Chappell 
The new plant of the Tacoma Fish & 
Packing Comprrny is under C011Struction 
and will be completed by April 1 if the 
weather will permit. The new dock is al-
most completed, but work had to be sus-
pended on account of the sno1v and cold 
weather 1vhich started about February 
1 and is still holding its own. 
\Ve have been in our present location 
for the past eight years and it will surely 
he a pleasure when we are doing business 
in our new location, which is only about 
fifty feet from where we arc 110\V. Our 
new plant will be modern in every respect. 
SACRAMENTO 
A. Meredith 
From Sacramento and on the Sacra-
mento River there is nothing to report 
1-cgarding Salmon and Striped . Bass, as 
none of the fishermen arc fi'shmg. The 
weather has been too cold and stormy. 
V•l e are getting a considerable amount 
nf Catfish at the present time. About 
four thousand pounds per week. That is 
the only fish that is coming into the 
market. 
The fishermen are aU getting their nets 
ready to start fishing and no doubt they 
will be all in the water around 1-Iarch L 
Whaling Industry Shifts 
A few years ago whaling was largely 
centered on the New England coast, but 
activities have shifted to the Pacific, G. A. 
Glasscock, manager harbor branch office 
of the Marine EXchange, explained at a 
Shrine Club luncheon in San Diego re-
cently. 
SAN PEDRO MARKET REPORT 
By George 'I'. Ota 
For the week ending February 16, we. 
receiYed the following fish in our San 
Pedro wholesale fish market: 
American ::\1 ackerel .. , ..... , , 40,000 lbs. 
Spanish I\{ackcrel . , ........ , , 20,000 lbs. 
Barracuda . , , .. , ........ , .... 12,000 lbs. 
Squids ...... , .... , , ........ , 20,000 lbs. 
Also small amount of Kingfish, Sea-
bass, Smelts, Rock-Cot!, Perch, Sculpin, 
Sardines and others. 
Fishing along the coast is very slow, 
partly on account of the cold weather, 
and also because this is the slack sea-
son of the year for fishing in general. 
Fishing in 1\[exican waters is very slow 
also, olliy a few boats with small amount 
nf Barracuda coming back in the last 
two weeks. 
Canning houses in Long Beach and 
\,Vilrnington received on February lOth 
260 tons of frozen Albacore from Japan. 
The fish were brought in refrigeration on 
S. S. l\I cKinley. Au other shipment is 
in transit on S. S. President Grant. 
This frozen Albacore is imported in a 
fine shape, much better than local fish, as 
it is frozen soon after being caught in 
Jupanese \\'<tters where the Jlshing com-
pany operates storage plants near the 
fishing ports. I\f'fnrc the season's end 
in june, 2500 tons of Albacore contracted 
for will have been received here for can-
ning purposes. 
\Ve also received some time ago 1500 
gallons of large frozen Scallop from Ja-
pan anU ::;old in Los Angeles market. 
For the month of Januarv we received 
the followi11g all\ount of fis-h in San Pe-
dro market: 
Barracuda , .. , . . ....... , ... , ... 241,27-t 
Bonito . , . . . . . . .... .'., ...... 11,60-l 
Halibut ................ , .... , . , . 14,640 
Kingfish ........ , ............... 38,157 
Lobster . , .... , .... , ........... , . 19,246 
American Mackerel . , .... , ... , ... 266,681 
Spanish :tviackere! .... , ........... 41,259 
Rock-Cod .......... , ...... , , .... 123,612 
Sea Bass, local . , , . , ...... , .... , , 2,398 
Sea Bass, Mexican . , ......... , . . . 7,098 
Smelts . . . . . . . . ..... , ......... 49,568 
Sheephead . . . . . . , , ........... 36,45B 
Tuna ............. , . , , , .. , , . . . . . 33,555 
\tVhite Fish ..... , ... , , ... , . . . . . . . 7,087 
Yellowtail .... , . , .. , , .. , , , . , .. , , . 4,557 
Pompano, Mexican .. , , ... , . . . . . . -!290 
Perch ..... , .......... , ........ , 6:67.1 
Sardine . , .. , , . , , .. , .. , , ... , ... , . 13,655 
And a small amount of others. Report 
hy State Fish Exchange. 
Los Angeles 
Smoking 
and Curing Co. 
Wholesalers of All Kinds 
CURED, SALTED AND 
SMOKED FISH 
Whether Imported or Domestic 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS 
QUOTE 
As on Whi!e Fish, Bloaters, Haddies. 
Fillets, Mild Cured Salmon, Kippered 
Cod, Kippered Salmon, Etc. 
Telephone VAndike 8437 
2138 Sacramento Street 
Los Angeles, California 
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SAN DIEGO 
·-~~ -- --" 
Fred W. Schellin, Pres. E. J. Ghio, Secy. and Treas. 
American Fishermen's Protective Assn. 
ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE 
Membership--103 Boats, average 4 Fishermen to Boat 
Transacts all business contingent to our association 
Telephone: 3-1804 
867 Harbor St. P.O. Box 875 San Diego .. Calif. 
JO-HN N. VITALICH, Manager Established 19-15 
CHESAPEAKE FISH CO. 
Wholesale Dealers in all kinds of 
CALIFORNIA FRESH AND SALTED FISH 
849 Harbor Street 
Specializing-
LOBSTERS 
Live and Cooked SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
Van Camp Organizations 
Prcducers of Supreme Quality Sea Foods 
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
Texas Shipments mad direct from San Diego 
WIRE FOR PRICES 
867 Harbor Street, San Diego, Calif. 
' 
LAWRENCE OLIVER, Manager Estnblished 
AMERICAN FISHERIES co. 
Wholesale De<llers in and Shippers of 
SALTED, DRIED and PICKLED FISH 
Salted Barracuda, Yellowtail and Jewfish 
Lobsters in .Season,--Live and Cooked 
\YE SPECIALIZE IN Fi«h Fertilizer nnd Fish Oil 
Get Our Prices in Car~lots Before Contracting Elsewhere 
WIRE FOR QUOTATIONS 
1908 
841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
-
Charles A. Landers 
SEA FOOD BROKER 
Serving the San Diego Trade 
in Their Outside Fish Requirements 
Producers Accounts Solicited 
Municipal Pier Bldg. San Diego, Calif. 
I Prompt and Honest Established 1908 Try THE UNION FISH COMPANY Direct Wholesale Dealers in Fresh and Salt Fish LOBSTER5-Live and Coolted _ 825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
SHIPPERS 
F. BUONO, Gen. Mgr. P. CRIVELLO, Secretary 
San Diego Fishermen's Association, Inc. 
-KEENLY ALERT-
Directing the wants of our Membership, aggregating 
to the Boat. 85 Boats, average 4 Fishermen 
Telephone Franklin 27 I4 
825 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
H. DAKIS, Proprietor Established 1914 
San Diego Fisheries Co. 
Direct \Vholesale Dealer in Fresh Sea-Food 
OUR SPECIALTY-LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS 
SHIPPED EVERYWHERE 
Wire Us for Quotation-We Respect Standing Orders 
Telephone: Main 9698 
815 Harbor Street Box 77 S~n Diego, Calif. 
If It Swims We Have It ••• 
The People's Fish Company 
Producers and Distributors of 
ALL KINDS OF CALIFORNIA SEA FOODS 
Special attention to Hotels and Restaurants 
Especi~lly LOBSTERS--Live and Cooked 
Fresh, Smoked. Shdl and Fresh Water Fish in Season 
TELEPHONES: Main 4158 and 4159 
869 Harbor St. P. 0. Box 1205 San Diego, Calif. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Henry Dowden Bryce Florence 
HENRY DOWDEN CO. 
Brokers 
Marine Products 
Telephone DAvenport 6820 
598 Clay Street San Francicso, Calif. 
In communicating with advertisers kindly mention 
The California Fisheries 
I 
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Little Pick-ups and Quick Turnovers 
J. P. Horman of the J, P. Horman Fish 
Company, 1\fe\vport Beach, California, re-
ports that fishing is good. There is plenty 
of Mackerel, Smelt, Rock-Bass, Rock-
Cod and Halibut now coming in. The 
fish receipts have been good for the past 
week. 
ll'fr. Van Pelt, of the Holmes-Danforth-
Creighton Company, Los Angeles, re-
ports codfish moving very well, in fact, 
better than any past season, although 
prices are higher. They also are in re-
ceipt of a car of Leonard's Smoked Fish, 
which is meeting with favor. 
, __ _ 
The day of the sailing vessel in fishing 
operations is rapidly passing. This year 
only two of the old sailing fleet of the 
Alaska Packers' Association will go north. 
The Association recently purchased the 
former shipping board freighter Ho-
hinkus which is being reconditioned for 
the northern service. 
The Aberdeen Fish Co., of Aberdeen, 
Vlashington, which has been operating 
under that name for some considerablC 
length of time, wth John Hannula as 
manager, will hereafter be kno>vn as the 
John Hannula Jr. Fish Company. 1.fr. 
Hannula is one of the most progressive 
and enterprising men in the business and 
will be a winner under the ne·w ensign as 
well as under the old. 
Elimination of the spillage of fish and 
waste waters into the waters of the har-
bor has been effected, according to a re-
port of S. Hornstein, president of the 
Coast Fishing Co. The water now is be-
ing diverted into sewers. This is the re-
sult of efforts of harbor commission to 
eliminate any cause for complaint on con-
tamination of waters, damage to vessels, 
unpleasant odors, etc. The canneries 
about the harbor will remove any and all 
cause for complaint on this score. 
The 1vfexico \¥haling Company, >vhich 
has been operating in Mexican waters for 
the past two seasons, is preparing for in-
creased activities the coming season. 
This is a N onvegian company and the 
Norwegian whale oil ship Esperanza is 
due at San Pedro 1\-farch 1 from Europe 
by way of Norfolk, Va. She is convoying 
the killer ship Norrona II. \Vith other 
units of the company's fleet these ships 
will begin ·whaling operations off the 
coast of Lower California within a few 
weeks. 
A wharf oddity at Santa Cruz is the 
peach tree growing in the soil that col-
lected around the 1vater pipe of one of 
the davits. It is now over a year old 
and six inches high. 
In 1875, according to "Old files of the 
Santa Cruz "Sentinel," a bed of oysters 
was discovered near Santa Cruz. 1vbny 
of the bivalves were said to be four or 
five inches across I VI/ onder where they 
are now I Gone, probably, the way clams 
and abalones would go were it not for 
state protection. 
The Hermosa, a 150-ft. passenger 
steamer formerly operating between Cali-
fornia points, is the latest and largest 
addition to the rapidly growing fleet of 
tuna boats. Her steam machinery has 
been replaced by a 560 h.p. Fairbanks· 
1..forse Diesel, with a 40 h.p. for operating 
the generator that supplies light and 
power for the auxiliaries. Her hold will 
carry 225 tons of iced tuna, and her bait 
tanks 120 tons of sea water and live sar-
dines. The ship has pilot house control, 
so that all hands can turn to on the 
grounds and go fishing. 
The Montana \Vholesale Fish Com-
pany, of Butte, writes that it is in the 
market for all varieties of fresh California 
fish which fact should interest distributors 
who are not all sold out. 
A. \IV. Ross, of the American Fisheries, 
has been enjoying a visit from his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. \Villiam Ross, of 
Aberdeen, Scotland. The couple. from the 
Land of Heather found their stay of three 
months crowded with things interesting 
and enjoyable. Squid was plentiful all 
during their visit so there was no difficulty 
about getting ink to keep their fountain 
pens supplied. 
Mr. J. G. Haecker of the Booth Fish-
eries, Seattle, has been spending a few 
days in Southern California calling on 
trade. ?vir. Haecker has been with Booth's 
for a good many years and is well-known 
and well-liked all over the \Vest. It is 
said of ?vir. Haecker that he is too honest 
and upright to be in the fish business. 
The remark \Vas made by no other than 
Chris Olsen, of the Olsen Fish and Cold 
Storage Company of Seattle, so it may be 
seen that he is in good standing with his 
neighbors. 1\fr. Haecker made the trip in 
his car and is returning via San Fran-
cisco. His Los Angeles broker, who has 
had the account for a number of years, is 
J\L N. Blumenthal. 
Among the recent VlSJtor..,; are Mr. and 
l'drs. Martin Baumeister, who operate a 
retail market at 104 Third Street, Ocean-
side. They began business last 1-!ay, and 
efforts to conduct a high-class retail mar-
ket has met with splendid encourage-
ment. 
The \Varcl Fisheries, Inc., at 25 Boston 
Fish Pier, Boston, ~v!ass., is a new com-
pany which opened business in that city 
on the last clay of 1928. Dana F. \Vard, 
>vho is treasurer and general manager, 
last August completed a term of two years 
as president of the Nova Scotia Fisheries 
Association, and brings to the new con-
cern knowledge and experience highly 
valuable in the upbuilding of its business. 
J. G. Jessie, representing the Brown 
Brokerage Company of 423 E. 8th Street, 
Los Angeles, paid a visit to the scene of 
former activities a few days ago and 
called on TCF to pay his respects. Mr. 
Jessie is an old-time fisherman and was 
formerly in the fish business on the San 
Pedro wharf. \Vhile not directly en-
gaged in the business now he is interested 
in various lines of sea food. 1vfr. Jessie 
has a fine line of connections all the way 
from Brer Rabbit to Sani-Flush and pros-
pers accordingly. 
Chris Olsen, of the Olsen Fish & Cold 
Storage Co., Seattle, has been visiting 
Southern California and drove down from 
Los Angeles to pay his respects to Cali-
fornia Fisheries. Also his subscription. 
Mr. Olsen reports conditions around 
Puget Sound fairly good, and the outlook 
for the year is very promising. Last year 
there was a halibut hold-over of nine mil-
lion pounds, but this year starts off with a 
clean slate everything having been cleared 
up. This year the halibut season will 
close November 1 instead of November 15. 
Mr. Olsen is one of Seattle's most loyal 
and patriotic citizens as well as one of the 
princes in the fish industry and a credit 
to the great family of Olsen which is giv-
ing Smith a close run. He proudly points 
to the fact that for the past three years 
Seattle has been growing at the rate of 
six thousand a year and the population 
now is right around half a million and "if 
you don't belieYe it, come up and see! 
\\T e'll show you around, and that goes 
for the whole California Fisheries crew," 
said Mr. Olsen, and it may transpire in 
the course of journalistic events he may 
haYe that little thing to do. Seattle is 
one of our r:alls. 
NA'I'IONAL FISH COMPANY 
LTD. 
FLETCHER WIEST & COMPANY 
Brokers 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
National Brands Haddies, fillets and Kippers Sea foods, fresh, Frozen, Cured and Smoked 
"The Nation:al Fish Is the National Dish" 
Fletcher Wiest & Co., Distributors 
Telephone MUtual 5277 
11 01 E. 5th Street Los Angeles, Calif. 
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VAN CAMP 
ORGANIZATIONS 
San Pedro San Diego 
Los Angeles 
Wholesalers 
FISH and SEA FOODS 
San Pedro 
<oo-o<o 
-HOME OFFICE-
Cable Address, "Mutual" 
Bentley's Complete Phrase 
California 
Mutual 
Fish Company 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers 
Import-Export-All kinds of marine products 
<oo-o<o 
Packers of 
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
George T. Ota, Manager 
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
Vincent Di Meglio 
Annie Di Meglio 
Jade Cuomo 
Est. 1897 
Ocean Fish Company 
DISTRIBUTORS 
All Kinds Fresh, Salted, Smoked and 
Fish Specialties 
Standing Order Given Special Attention 
WIRE FOR OUR 
QUOTATIONS 
TELEPHONES 
Market Phone 229 
Residence Phone 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Calif. 
We Handle Nothing But the Best 
At Lowest Prices. Good, Fresh Fish Products of all kinds, at all 
times. Send us your standing orde; 
"If It Swims, We Have It,. 
PACIFIC COAST FISH CO. 
and NAKAHARA COMPANY 
Ship Chandlery and Supplies 
Phones: 907 and 908 P. 0. Box 267 
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Y. KAMIYA, Mgr. E,t. 1910 
CENTRAL FISH COMPANY 
Shippers of nil kinds of Southern California Fresh Fish. 
Depend on us to supply your wants regardless of the quantity 
MAINTAINING JAPANESE SHIPPING DEPARTMENT 
"Standing Orders" 
Tel. 834. Care Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Establshcd 1897 
We ship standing 
orders all over Texas, 
California, Arizona 
Nevada, New Mexico, 
Etc, 
NOTE: We are large 
buyrs of all kinds of 
F rsh Fish and Spec-
ialties. Please quote 
us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers of All Kinds of 
FRESH, SAL TED and SMOKED FISH 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS 
Standard Fisheries Company 
Phone San Pedro 5, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro. 
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STATE FISH EXCHANGE 
SHOULD BE ABOLISHED 
(Conlimted from Page 4) 
from hunting or possessing fire arms. 
Omits definition of ·wet weight and in-
stead defines fish offal as heads, vicera 
and other parts of fish taken off when 
preparing for canning. 
Strikes out all of Section ..J- (d) referring 
to hearing. 
Forbids allowing any deterioration or 
waste of fish. Present iaw forbids pre-
ventable waste. 
Prohibits use of anythiug but fish offal 
111 reduction plants. 
Fof'bids taking or agreeing to take more 
fish than can be readily handled or 
plant receiving more tha ncan be han-
dled without waste or spoiling. 
Strikes out part (a) of Section 5 of 
present Act \vhich allows packers to re-
duce sardines to amount of 25% of 
capacity of plant after hearing, prior to 
seasonal run of sardines, before\ F & G 
Cummission. 
Str;kes out Section 6 of present law; 
substitutes Seeton 7 of present Act, 
which provides penalties for violation 
of this Act. 
Sec. 8-New Section. Declares use of 
fish contrary to provisions of this Act 
a nuisance. Penalty in case of convic-
tion-close plant for twelve months. 
Present law has similar clause by pen-
alty is three months abatement. 
S. B. 453 Introduced by Senator Lyons. 
Leaves out most of provisions of pres-
ent la\V. Revokes permit to reduce 
sardines. Changes method of deter-
mining capacity of plants-allows re-
ducing 25% each GO days instead of 30 
days as in present law. This would 
aiiO\v reducing more than 25% in second 
30 days if reducing fell under 25tfr, 
first 30 days .. 
A. B. 356 Introduced by 1Jr. 1.forrison. 
Permits reducing spoiled or broken fish 
unfit for canning, packing and fish offal. 
Present law allows only fish offal and 
species mentioned in Act (sardines) 
omits provision of present law allowing 
reduction of sardines and all sections 
regarding hearings for determining 
capacity, etc. 
Provides for inspection and approval 
before using broken fish by F & G 
Cotnmission. 
This would stop reduction of sardines 
except as a sideline to canning busi-
ness and practically leaves the amount 
of fish permitted to go to reduction up 
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to discretion of the F & G Commission, 
which would mean practically permit-
ting them to govern the output. 
S. B. 589 Introduced by Senator Canepa 
Reduces amount of sardines canner can 
put thru reduction to 15°/o of plant 
capacity. Present law allows 25%. 
Measures Relating to Sea Lions 
S. B. 719 Introduced by Senator Young 
Prohibits possession of seal or sea lions. 
Present law does not mention posses-
sio nand only forbids killing of Califor-
nia Sea Lions in Districts 19, 20, 20A. 
Reduces maximum jail sentence for 
violation from 60 to 30 days. 
Adds to provision to effect that F & G 
Commission can reduce numbers of 
sea lions when it deems necessary. 
Measures Relating to Canneries 
S. B. 720r Introduced by Senator Muelle 
Provides for monthly instead of quarter~ 
ly reports of fish intended for other 
than human consumption and all shell 
fish. 
Provides monthly instead of quarterly 
payment of tax. 
Eliminates provlsion that the tax be 
used for benefit of commercial fisher-
ies in districts from which tax is de-
rived. 
Measures Relating to Licenses 
A. B. 329 Introduced by 1\.fr. Young 
Provides that anglers license must be 
procured before taking Abalone, crab 
or pismo clams. 
S. B. 469 Introduced by Senator 1\'ler-
riam. 
Provides commercial fishing licenses be 
issued only to person resident for at 
least six months preceding date of ap-
plication. 
A. B. 831 Introduced by Representative 
Seawell 
Strikes out part 5 of Clause A under 
Section 3 and part relating to issuance 
of license to unnaturalized persons. 
Provides for angling license of $25 for 
persons ineligible for citizenship. 
Changes title of license act inserting 
clause prohibiting unnaturalized person 
Measures Relating to Lobsters 
A. B. 59 Introduced by Mr. Fisher 
\Vould make open lobster season entire 
year and would permit taking any size 
lobsters during present open season 
October 15 to "March 1). 
\Vould make closed season on crabs in 
District 1;.:::;, 20, 5, 6, 8, 9 September, 
October, November, December 14. 
Present closed season is from August. 
to November 14. 
Southern California Capital 
in Fishing Craft 
\Vithin the last two years large addi-
tions have been made to the fishing fleet 
operating out of Southern California har-
bors. The vessels added have been 
larger and more modern in every respect 
than those formerly used, and are 
equipped to fish on the high seas for con-
siderable periods of time. The cost of 
some o( these vessels has been from $30,-
000 to "$50,000 per vessel and in some 
cases the cost has been as high as $80,000. 
These new vessels are equipped with 
modern engines, motors, mechanical re-
frigeration, electric lighting, radio and 
many comforts for the men. One of the 
largest vessels is 95 feet in length and has 
a carrying capacity of about 270,000 
. __ p-9unds of fish. 
The amount of capital invested in fish-
ing equipment operating out of Southern 
California harbors is approximately $10,-
000,000, as estimated by one authority. It 
appears, however, that the total invested 
capital in all facilities is some·what higher 
than this if the Bureau of Fisheries' esti-
mate on the Pacific Coast is accepted as 
authority. Their data show that about 
$2.20 is invested for each dollar's worth 
of fish caught. On this basis, and using 
$2 for Southern California, it appears that 
the lotal investment is about $16,000,000. 
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Estahlislu:.:-7 888 Phones 
MU. 1291-1292 
Order Through Your 
Jobber 
ALSO DISTRIBUTORS 
LEONARD FISHERIES, Novia Scotia 
SMOKED FISH 
Holmes-Danforth-Creighton 
Company, Inc. 
MERCHANDISE BROKERS 
222·224 Higgins Bldg. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO SHIPPERS- Continued 
Independent Fish Co.· 
G. MINEGHINO, Mgr. 
Jf"/ltolmml(~ Distributol's of Sea Foods 
"When Others Fail Try Us" 
Specializing Standing Orders 
Phone 475 Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
STAR FISHERIES 
Whclesale Distributors of All Kinds of Southern Calif. Sea Foods 
If you crave Service place your requirements with us 
Telephone Mnln 8105 Tolenllenc 2525 
p, o, sex 3B5, Snn Oleoo, com. Munloipnl Fish Wllnrf. Snn Pedro, Cnl. 
PIONEER FISHERIES 
Wholesalers of all kinds of Fresh Fish, Perch, Kingfish, 
Mackerel, Lobsters, Etc. 
Smelts, 
STANDING ORDER SPECIALISTS 
Telephone 10, Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
SAN PEDRO FISH co. 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing Order Shippers 
California Seafoods 
of all 
PROMPT and RELIABLE-"QUICK SERVICE" 
Telephone 1474, M'l!nicipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif. 
Established 1911 Telephones: 333 and 334 
ZANKICH BROS. FISH co. 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS WITH A REPUTATION 
Municipal Fish Wharf San Pedro, California 
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LOS ANGELES DEALERS 
, 
Ji 
M. H. ISENBERG 
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
We are the oldest firm in Las Angeles handling the 
FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 1812 South Central Ave. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
EST. 1896 
A. K. KOULOURIS 
Oldest sea food brokareage firm in 
Southern California 
Sole distributors Nordic Fillet 
Handllng all classes of fish and 
specialties 
TELEPHONE VAN DYKE 3067 
606 E. 4th St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
WREDEN 
, . , . a name linked up with over thirty years 
FISH, POULTRY and MEAT HISTORY. 
of Los Angeles 
.... a name that stands QUALITY-HIGH with a majority of 
leading hotels and restaurants of Southern Calfornia. 
, , , a name upon which hundreds of equally cliscrimlnoting 
smnller hotels anr.l restaurants depend daily for meats that 
NEVER vury in quality-delivered by a 40-truck Fast-
Service that NEVER slips up. 
... . a name surrounded by a greut organization which under-
stands EVERY requirement of the vast hotel and restau-
rant trnde it faithfully serves. 
Main Plant and Offices 
Wreden Packing & Provision Company 
129 South Main Street, Los Angeles Phone MUtual 4351 
MARINE FISH COMPANY 
We are Large Buyers of All Kinds of Seafoods. Quote us Volume. 
We operate 13 Stock Trucks covering all of 1 as Angeles County. 
Telephone TRinity 5371. 1214 Produce St., Los Angeles, Cal:f. 
CENTRAL FISH AND OYSTER CO. 
PRODUCERS TAKE NQTICE:-We buy all l~inds of Fish, espe-
cially Ca~p, Black Cod, Mullet, White Fish, Rock Cod, Hal:but 
Salmon and Special ties. 
Tel. VAndilre_ 3740. 1012-14 So. Central Ave .• Los Angdes, Calif. 
M. N. Blumenthal 
WHOLESALE FISH BROKER 
-... 
Producers Selling Agent 
Fresh and Frozen Fish, Frog Legs, Shrimps, 
Crabs, Scallops, Red Cross Brand Oysters, 
Fillets 
Quote Your Offerings 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
405 STANFORD AVENUE 
Young's Market Company 
Wholesale Fish Division 
Los Angeles 
Attention, Producers: Quote us fresh fish and 
specialties 
410 Towne Ave. Phon·e Metropolitan 6366 
Harbor Fish Company 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods 
AU Varieties of Shell Fish, Game and Oysters 
Wholesale and Commission Merchants 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us on all kinds 
Fresh Fish and Specialties 
631-633 Central Ave., Los Angeles, California 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
Los Angeles Fish and 
Oyster Company 
Producers and Distributors 
of 
Super-Quality Sea Foods 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked Fish 
Specializing 
Enchanted Island Fillets 
Also 
Specialties in Season 
Home Office: 739 Kohler Street 
Telephone VAndike 2084 
Los Angeles, California 
Producing Branch-San Pedro-Telephone 520 
GEORGE F. NAYLOR 
Sea Food Brolcer 
All Kinds Fresh, Frozen, Salt 
and Cured Fish 
I 
Telcp.hone Mutual 7908 
847 Traction Ave, Los Angeles, Calif. 
